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PART I. BILOCAL FIELD THEORY AND A 
MODEL FOR MESON SPECTROSCOPY 
2 
I. INTRODUCTION 
It has been over twenty-five years since Yukawa's initial proposal 
of non-local field theory(1). The intention of the author was "to de­
scribe relativistically a system which was elementary in the sense that 
it could no longer be decomposed into more elementary constituents, but 
was so substantial, nevertheless, as to be able to contain implicitly a 
great variety of particles with different masses, spins and other 
intrinsic properties"(2). 
The essential idea in Yukawa's theory is to introduce a finite 
extension of elementary particles through the postulate of reciprocity 
suggested by Born (3). This postulate states that the laws of physics 
should be symmetric in space-time x^  and energy-momentum p^  (y = 0, 1, 
2, 3). Inspired by Born's idea, Yukawa assumed that for non-local 
fields the position operator x^  does not commute with the field  ^but 
satisfies the following commutation relationship. 
accordance with the postulate of reciprocity, we see that Eq. (1.1) has 
the same form as the Klein-Gordon equation expressed as 
[x^ , [x\ <!)]] = -X% (1.1) 
with an auxilary condition 
*]] = 0 (1.2) 
to restrict the possible form of <f). Replacing x^  by p^  and X by m in 
(1.3) 
The non-local field (|) can be represented by a matrix 
3 
5 (j)(X, x) (1.4) 
where 
X = ^  (Xi + X2), X = x^  - X2 (1.5) 
Note we use the same symbol -}> to denote the field after the change of 
variables. In this representation Eqs. (1.1), (1.2), and (1.3) are re­
written as 
(x + xh  (f> (X, x) = 0 (1.6) 
.2 2 
(— + mT) ,|, (X, x) = 0 (1.7) 
3x âx 
y 
X ((. (X, x) = 0 (1.8) 
P 
Here X^  are interpreted as the conventional space and time coordinates 
of the elementary particle and x^  as the internal variables describing 
the internal motion of the particle. X is identified as the radius of 
the particle. 
As a direct generalization of local theory, Yukawa formulated an 
S-matrix theory for the non-local field. However, as pointed out by 
Yennie (4), Yukawa's S-matrix theory has a crucial difficulty in that, 
for higher order of interactions, the formalism does not reduce to the 
local theory. Investigating this point further, Rayski concluded that 
Yukawa's type of theory is consistent with either the postulate of re­
ciprocity or local field theory but not with both simultaneously (5). 
Another well-known difficulty of introducing the extension of elemen­
tary particles was the non-commutability of physical quantities on 
space-like hypersurfaces in conflict with special relativity. 
4 
Despite these difficulties, Yukawa's tlilocal field theory had the 
attention of several authors who extended the idea and amended its dif­
ficulties. Rayski suggested the idea of space-time quantization (6). 
Markov introduced "dynamically deformable form factors" to avoid the 
conflict with special relativity in the extended particle models (7). 
Pôcsik gave a modified method of the second quantization of the bilocal 
scalar field (8). Also an intriguing variant of bilocal field theory 
was proposed by Takabayashi who used bilocal wave equations to describe 
baryons (9). 
The works mentioned above were intended to provide a proper theo­
retical framework for physics of hadrons. However, the workers of 
bilocal field theory did not have in mind a composite model of 
hadrons (10). They did not identify and as the space-time coor­
dinate of the constituents. 
Recently, as an approach to the problem of quark confinement, 
Preparata and Craigie proposed the massive quark model wherein the 
fields which depend on two space-time coordinates of quarks were 
used (11). As pointed out by Chiang, this model possesses features 
equivalent to Yukawa's bilocal field theory (12). In an attempt to 
give a more precise mathematical framework to the approach of Preparata 
and Craigie, Capri and Chiang suggested a different model of the ex­
tended meson fields (13). Still another version of bilocal field 
theory was given by Karr (14) who combined bilocal field theory with 
the covariant harmonic oscillator quark model. 
5 
This is the intention of the present work though the details of 
approach differ significantly from Karr's. The formalism can be viewed 
as a direct generalization of local Lagrangian field theory. Following 
the usual local theory, we shall use the variational principle to find 
the Euler-Lagrange equation for the bilocal field. For a special class 
of Lagrangian densities satisying a boundary condition on the hyper-
surface of the internal domain which we shall call as the cell, the 
Euler-Lagrange equation appears to be a simple generalization of the 
local equation. For such Lagrangian densities there exist proper con­
servation laws of energy-momentum and angular momentum. The Lagrangian 
density with an internal covariant harmonic oscillator interaction will 
then be introduced to describe the static properties of the mesons. 
The organization of this article is as follows. In Sec. II the 
definitions and assumptions are introduced and the Euler-Lagrange equa­
tion and an additional boundary condition on the cell are given. The 
conservation laws for the bilocal field under translations and homogen­
eous Lorentz transformations are described in Sec. III. An interpre­
tation of the relative time and some properties of the cell are dis­
cussed in Sec. IV. Sec. V gives the model Lagrangian densities with 
internal interactions and their equations of motion. In Sec. VI the 
covariant harmonic oscillator interaction is chosen as a model for the 
meson spectroscopy. This gives the linear Chew-Frautschi plots for the 
mesons with the proper quark masses. The charmed mesons are also con­
sidered. 
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II. BILOCAL FIELD AND ITS FIELD EQUATION 
A. Definitions 
Consider a scalar field ^  depending on two points and in 
Minkowski space. We will regard these points as the space-time coor­
dinates of the constituents (quark and anti-quark pair) of the mesons. 
The Lagrangian density in general may be written as 
St — St [Xt > Kn y (j) (x. } X„) f — (j) (x, , X„) , (J) (x- , Xg) ]. (2.1) 
The action is defined by the integral 
S =ff d^ x^ . (2.2) 
To treat the bilocal field properly, we introduce the center of mass 
(external) coordinate X and the relative (internal) coordinate x. 
X = a^ x^  + 012X2 5 + a2 ~ 1 
(2.3) 
= = *1 - =2 -
The field is now denoted as ^ (X,x) and the Lagrangian density may be 
rewritten as 
£ = £[x;(j)(X,x) ,D^ (j)(X,x) ,d^ (j)(X,x) ] (2.4) 
where D = 3/9X^  and d = 3/9x^ . Note that there is no explicit depen-
u u 
dence on X in the Lagrangian density thereby ensuring translational 
invariance. 
The infinitesimal volume element is unchanged by the redefinition 
of the coordinates and the action is given by 
7 
S = f  [  d^ xl . (2.5) 
0 w 
Here the external integration domain fi may be considered to be the same 
as that of the usual local field theory. Assume that the dominant con­
tribution to the action integral comes from a bounded internal integra­
tion domain to. There is no a priori reason that any relative coordinate 
X should be finite. However, since it gives a measure of the "exten­
sion" of the particles, let us assume that every x in w is finite. In 
this context one may wonder about the meaning of the finite relative 
time. As we shall see in Sec. IV, the relative time is directly related 
to the spatial distance between the constituents. According to our 
interpretation, the finite spatial distance implies the finite relative 
time. (See Eq. (4.6)) With this ansatz of bounded w it may be said 
that the "confinement" of the quarks is built into the theory at the 
outset. For simplicity we will refer to the hypersurface enclosing u) 
as the "cell" and denote it by C. 
In the present discussion the quark and anti-quark are not asso­
ciated with separate fields. Their presence is represented by the 
space-time coordinates of the bilocal field. A question may arise as 
to what binds the quarks and causes the relative coordinate x to be 
always finite. In this model, use is not made of a mediating field 
between the constituents. Instead the interaction between the constit­
uents is directly expressed in terms of the internal coordinate x (15). 
The explicit dependence on x appearing in the Lagrangian density 
represents this direct interaction. 
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B. Euler-Lagrange Equation 
Let us now find the appropriate bilocal field equation from the 
action principle. As in the usual local theory, the field variation 
6^  is assumed to vanish on the boundary surface of 0. The change of 
the action integral S due to the variation with respect to the field 
(j) is given by 
n w VI y 
/ x  J  (2 .6)  
0) . fie  ^
surface of ^  
where n^  is the unit four-vector normal to the cell c. The second term 
in Eq. (2.6) vanishes since 6^  = 0 on the boundary surface of A. For a 
special class of Lagrangian densities for which 
% ° C' (2-7) 
the third term in Eq. (2.6) also vanishes. For such Lagrangian densi­
ties the principle of stationary action 6S = 0 demands 
If - "p - ""l. " (2-8) 
for arbitrary 5(|). This is the Euler-Lagrange equation of motion for 
the bilocal field. The boundary condition on the cell must be satis­
fied in order for Eq. (2.8) to be valid. Otherwise the combination of 
the first and the third term of Eq. (2.6) should be vanishing. 
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III. CONSERVATION LAWS 
It is not readily apparent that the conservation laws are valid 
for bilocal fields. In this section it is shown that the conservation 
of energy-momentum and angular momentum for the bilocal field hold true 
for the Lagrangian densities which satisfy the boundary condition on 
the cell. 
Let us define the Lagrange functional (16) 
K = / d^ %^  (3.1) 
This is an implicit function of X and a functional of é, D A and d é. 
y 
Thus we may write 
K = K[<|)(X), D (j)(X), d <j)(X)] (3.2) 
y  y  
The functional K will replace the Lagrangian density £ in considera­
tions of the conservation laws of the bilocal field. • 
A. Translations 
Perform the simultaneous, infinitesimal displacements of x and x 
• X 6 
r=l,2 (3.3) 
Then 
X X' = X + E (3.4) 
y  y  y  y  
Under Eq. (3.4) the field transforms as 
(j)(X,x) (f)(X + e,x) = (j)(X,x) + 6^ (X,x) (3.5) 
and the variation of the field is given by 
6<j)(X,x) = D^ (j)(X,x)e^  (3.6) 
10 
The translationally invariant Lagrange functional does not have expli­
cit dependence on X. To first order in the change in K is given by 
6% = D 
V 
= •  (3-7)  
M p 
The second line is due to the variation of the field and the Euler-
Lagrange equation is used to obtain this. The dot denotes the implicit 
integration process 
 ^ =// d\ 6«P(Y,y) (3.8) 
for an arbitrary function (p. For the Lagrangian densities satisfying 
Eq. (2.7), the surface integral over the cell vanishes and Eq. (3.7) 
can be rearranged and put into the form 
D^ T = 0 (3.9) 
yv 
with the energy-momentum stress tensor T defined by 
yv 
The above two equations express the differential conservation law of 
energy-momentum. The quantities given by 
are constants of motion. This may be regarded as the energy-momentum 
four-vector associated with the bilocal field. 
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B. Homogeneous Lorentz Transformations 
Consider the simultaneous, infinitesimal Lorentz transformations 
of and x^  
\v. * " r v  '  • r - 1-2 (3-12) 
where 
\v ®yv ^  ' y^v y^v ' (3*13) 
Then both the external and the internal coordinates are transformed as 
in Eq. (3.12). 
X •> X' = A 
y y yv 
(3.14) 
V 
For the scalar field the transformation matrix is unit and 
*'(X',x') = (j)(X,x) (3.15) 
When the Lorentz invariance of the Lagrangian density is assumed, the 
Lagrange functional defined by Eq. (3.1) is also Lorentz invariant. 
A convenient test of the Lorentz invariance is to rewrite Eq. 
(3.15) as 
<j)'(X,x) = (j)(Xjx') (3.16) 
and require 
%[*'(%), D^ 4'(x), d^ *'(x)j =K[ç(X'), D^ nX'), d'4(x')j (3.17) 
To first order in the right hand side of the above equation can be 
expanded as 
K[<i>(X'),  D^KX'), d^KX')] = K + (3.18) 
12 
and the left hand side as 
K [ * '  (X) ,  (X) ,  d (x) ]  
=• ^  + %'-»(& • WW • «• »•"> 
y C y 
where the variation of the field is given by 
ôHXjx) = D (|)(X,x)e^ X^, + d (t)(XjX)E^ x^ . (3.20) 
V A V A 
For the Lagrangian densities satisfying Eq. (2.7), the surface integral 
over the cell in Eq. (3.19) vanishes. In such a case we can equate 
Eqs. (3.18) and (3.19) and rearrange the terms to obtain 
° ».21) 
where the tensor is given by 
%VX • <Vrt -  ^• :vX* ».22) 
"vx'Vx'Vv • 
Here = id^  and the energy-momentum stress tensor has been previously 
defined by Eq. (3.10). The first term in Eq. (3.22) expresses the 
orbital angular momentum of the overall motion^  The second term is due 
to the relative motion of the constituents and we may regard iZ^  ^as 
the "spin tensor" of the mesons. In this model the spin of the consti­
tuents is not taken into consideration. The conserved angular momentum 
is given by 
13 
""OvA • " .24) 
To conclude this section let us emphasize that the above conserva­
tion laws are valid for a special class of Lagrangian densities which 
satisfy the boundary condition on the cell. An example of such a 
Lagrangian density will be given in Sec. VI. For the Lagrangian den­
sity with the internal covariant harmonic oscillator interaction, both 
the field (|) and 6£/ô(d #) = d # vanish beyond finite boundaries. 
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IV. MEANING OF THE RELATIVE TIME AND PROPERTIES OF THE CELL 
In their discussion of the covariant harmonic oscillators, Kim and 
Noz pointed out the difficulty of giving a proper interpretation to the 
relative time (17). A similar situation is found in the analyses of 
the Bethe-Salpeter equation (18). In this section an attempt is made 
to provide a meaning to the relative time in the context of the present 
discussion. Some properties of the cell are then considered. 
A. Relative Time 
Suppose in a Lorentz frame L the space-time coordinates of the 
constituents are specified as x^  and x^  and the corresponding center of 
mass and relative coordinates are given by 
X = (T, R) 
X = (t, r) (4.1) 
In another inertial frame L' these coordinates may be observed as 
X' = a X^  = (T', R') 
y yv ' 
\) -7-« V / , ,\ - f t  14.z; 
where a are orthogonal. For the sake of concreteness we will con-
yv 
sider the Lorentz boosts given by 
*00 = Y' *01 = 1^ 
^iO = -Y^i' = -^ij - (Y - 1) (4-3) 
V 
where y = l//l-v^  and v is the relative velocity from the inertial 
frame L to L'. 
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Now we take a particular frame in which 
Xio = *20 - T . (4-4) 
Call this frame the equal time frame L^ . We can always choose to be 
the rest frame of the meson and R to be zero. Let the frame L be the 
equal time frame Lq. Then t = 0 and R = 0 in Lq and Eqs. (4.1), (4.2), 
and (4.3) imply 
T' = yT 
R' = -YvT (4.5) 
and 
t = -yv • r 
4-
•> y 4" 
r' ^  • -r + (y - 1) "2 V • r (4.6) 
From Eq. (4.5) it immediately follows that 
R' = -vT' (4.7) 
and from Eq. (4.6) 
t' = -V ' r' (4.8) 
Eq. (4.7) is a trivial result of the transformation indicating that the 
center of mass moves with the velocity -v in the frame L'. However, 
Eq. (4.8) is a non-trivial consequence giving a meaning to the relative 
time. Once the relative velocity is chosen, the frame L' is fixed and 
in this frame the change in r' induces a change in t' according to 
At' = -V • Ar' (4.9) 
In the equal time frame L q the relative time is identically zero 
and the motion of the two body system takes place as the center of 
mass time T evolves. On the other hand, in another Lorentz frame L' 
16 
boosted by the relative velocity v, the same motion occurs with the 
fluctuation of the relative time obeying Eq. (4.9). In this frame the 
time that measures the development of the motion is given by T' = yT. 
An implicit assumption in the above discussion is that the rela­
tive coordinate x is space-like. For this reason we may regard the 
space-like region of w as physical and the rest as unphysical. We need 
not remove the unphysical region from the internal domain in the defi­
nition of the action S or the Lagrange functional K. Instead we re­
quire that the expectation value of x must be space-like for physical 
particles. 
B. Spherical Cell 
Let us now turn our attention to a particular kind of cell which 
will play an important role in Sec. VI. When the bilocal field pos­
sesses internal spherical symmetry, one may parametrize to in terms of t 
and r only. The shaded area in figure 1 shows the domain to on the 
r - t plane. 
Suppose that the cell along a - b is given by 
f(t,r) = 0 . (4.10) 
Since at each t, to is a three-dimensional sphere with the radius r 
$f = r . (4.11) 
Also for the maximum r 
II = 0 . (4.12) 
Thus the unit four-vector normal to the cell for the maximum r is given 
by 
17 
Figure 1. Spherically symmetric internal domain o). 
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= (0, r) . (4.13) 
At the time boundaries the cell is space-like with the null time com­
ponent . Hence 
n^ = (±1,0,0,0) (4.14) 
The positive sign should be taken for the upper time boundary a - c and 
the negative sign for the lower time boundary b - d. 
19 
V. FIELD EQUATION FOR LAGRANGIAN DENSITY 
WITH INTERNAL DIRECT INTERACTION 
A. Field Equation 
Consider a Lagrangian density of the form 
& = T [D ^ D^ O + d (f)d^ (j) + 
z y y 
(5.1) 
The first and second term of the above Lagrangian density are the 
kinetic terms respectively for the external and the internal motion. 
The third term represents the internal direct interaction. For a given 
2 function r(x ), the internal equation of motion and its mass eigenvalue 
2 
spectrum are completely specified. The dependence on x makes it ex-
2 plicit that r(x ) is manifestly Lorentz invariant. The last term may 
2 be referred as the mass term. The physical meaning of the constant % 
will be given explicitly in terms of the quark masses. The Euler-
Lagrange equation for the above Lagrangian density is given by 
+ d_d^ ^  "  0 .  (5 .2)  
2 
To find the physical content of the constant x > consider two free 
particles of mass m^  and with respective four-momentum p^  and pg. 
Define the center of mass momentum P and the relative momentum p as 
Then the equation of motion with the "free" quarks may be conjectured ' 
by squaring P and p and adding them together. 
(5 .3)  
[D^ D^  4- d^ d^  + 2(m^  + m^ )]* = 0 (5 .4)  
20 
where the identifications P = ID and p = id are made. On the other 
PU IJi V 
hand when the interaction is turned off, Eq. (5.2) reduces to 
(DyD* + d^  + - 0 . (5.5) 
Comparison of Eqs. (5.4) and (5.5) suggests that we make the following 
identification 
= 2(m^  + m^ ) . (5.6) 
The solutions of Eq. (5.2) are separable and the field may be 
written as 
*(X;x) = u(X)v(x) . (5,7) 
Then we have a pair of equations for the external and the internal 
motion 
(D + y^ )u(X) = 0 (5.8) 
U 
[d^ d^  - r(x^ ) + - P^ ]v(x) =0 (5.9) 
2 li is a separation constant which can be identified as the square of 
the meson mass. These equations correspond to a particular case of 
Yukawa's bilocal field equations (2). With the above separation of 
variables the condition on the cell given by Eq. (2.7) becomes 
n^ d^ v(x) =0 on C (5.10) 
for arbitrary u(X). 
21 
B. Condition for Physical Mesons 
For a bounded two body system, there usually exists a condition 
that the masses of the constituents and the mass of the total system 
must satisfy. In order to find this condition for our system, consider 
the following quantity 
f d^x p v*(x)p^v(x) 
0) 
= J d^x v*(x)d d^v(x) - J* dav*(x)n d^v(x) 
0)  ^ c  ^
= + J V (x) r(x^) v(x) (5.11) 
03 
Here the second term of the second line vanishes due to the condition 
given by (5.10) and use has been made of Eq. (5.9) to obtain the third 
line. Also the internal field v(x) is normalized as 
J"d\ V (x)v(x) = 1 (5.12) 
w 
2 
For the physical mesons u >0, and 
*2 
1 ^  ®2 ^  ^  j ^  (x )T (x^ ) v ( x )  -  J d'^ x p^v (x)p^v(x)] (5.13) 
U) 
Th£ above inequality may limit the form of the internal interaction 
2 
r(x ) for a realistic meson mass spectrum. 
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VI. INTERNAL COVARIANT HARMONIC OSCILLATOR 
INTERACTION AND MESON SPECTROSCOPY 
A. Covariant Harmonic Oscillator Interaction 
It is a well-known fact that covariant harmonic oscillators give 
rise to linear Chew-Frautschi plots (19). Studies of hadron dynamics 
have been carried out using covariant harmonic oscillators (20). Also, 
covariant harmonic oscillators respect an invariance group SU(3,1) 
which contains the hourageneous Lorentz group as a subgroup, and there­
fore the states belonging to the unitary representations of SU(3,1) . 
could be a possible basis for a relativistic system (21). From the 
2 
view point of the interaction function, x is the simplest Lorentz 
invariant interaction available. 
For the above reasons consider the interaction function 
Then the internal equation of motion given by Eq. (5.9) becomes 
The solutions of the above equation are separable and v(x) may be 
written as 
2 2 
r(x ) = kx (6.1) 
( d ^ -  k x ^  +  ~  y ^ ) v ( x )  = 0  .  
v(x) = y(t)Z(r) (6.3) 
Eq. (6.2) separates into a pair of equations 
("^  - kt^  - o)y(t) = 0 
dt 
(6.4) 
[V^  - kr^  - (a - vi^  + x^ )]Z(r) = 0 (6.5) 
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where a is a separation constant. Due to the separation of variables 
neither of the above equations maintains manifest Lorentz covariance 
separately. 
B. Solutions 
The solutions to the above equations are well-known from elemen­
tary quantum mechanics (22). For the time equation (6.4) the solutions 
are given in terms of Hermite polynomials H^ . 
2 2 
yp(t) = N^ e  ^^  Hp(nt), p = 0,1,2,... (6.6) 
4 
where n = k and the normalization constants N are 
P 
Np = i-f (6.7) 
The eigenvalue spectrum of cr is given by 
0 = -(2p + l)n^  (6.8) 
For the space equation (6.5) the solutions are expressed in terms of 
s+l/2 
the Laguerre polynomials and the spherical harmonics 
Z (r) = R (r)Y (8,*), q,s = 0,1,2, ... (6.9) 
.qsm qs sm 
where the radial solutions are given by 
R (r) = \Jnrf e'l/Zn r ^ 8+1/2(^ 2^ 2^  (6.10) 
qs qs q 
and the normalization constants N are qs 
N = ( r)^ /2 (6.11) 
[ r(q + s + 3/2)] j 
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2 2 
The eigenvalue spectrum of (o - y +% ) is 
a - |i^  + = -(4q + 2s + 3)n^  . (6.12) 
Comparison of Eqs. (6.8) and (6.12) yields the spectrum of the square 
of the meson masses as 
= 2n^ (l + s + 2q - p) + 2(m^  + m^ ) . (6.13) 
As pointed out earlier, separation of variables is not a Lorentz covar-
iant process for the case under consideration. However, the above 
2 
eigenvalue spectrum of u obtained thus should hold true in any Lorentz 
frame; particularly in the rest frame of the meson. 
C. Chew-Frautschi Plots for Mesons 
As shown in Sec. Ill the relative angular momentum of the constit­
uents gives rise to the spin of the mesons in the present model. In 
terms of the spin s Eq. (6.13) is rewritten in the form of the Chew-
Frautschi plots. 
s = a„ + (6.14) 
where 
«0 = (p - 2q - 1) - ^ 2 + m^ ) (6.15) 
n  
a' = —^  (6.16) 
2n 
A look at Eq. (6.15) provides us with an idea of the physical signifi­
cance of the quantum numbers p and q. The quantum number p fixes the 
maximum intercept for q = 0 and m^  = mg = 0. As known from the Regge 
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pole picture and the experimental facts of meson spectroscopy, the 
possible maximum of is one corresponding to the Pomeranchuk trajec­
tory. This suggests that we set an upper bound for p as 
The number q lowers the intercept with the spacing two. Since the 
spacing is two for the daughter trajectories with the same signature 
as the leading trajectory, it is appropriate to use q to label the even 
daughter trajectories. The odd daughters are absent in this model. 
Evidently q = 0 corresponds to the leading trajectories. 
2 
The condition for y > 0 is expressed as 
m^  + > (p - 2q - s - l)n^  . (6.18) 
As we shall see shortly (See Eq. (6.22)), the minimum of the left hand 
2 
side of the above inequality is 0.28 GeV for the pair of u and d 
quarks. For this combination 
S 2 1 (6.19) 
with the assignment p = 2 and q = 0 corresponding to the p, K and 9 
trajectories. These leading trajectories are approximately para­
metrized as (23) 
2 * * 
Op = 0.5 + 0.9u p,u,A2,f,g,w ,Â2,h 
2 * *#c *** 
a * = 0.3 4- 0.9y K ,K ,K 
a.g = 0.1 + 0.9u^  *,f' (6.20) 
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Note that all of these mesons have the natural parity P = (-1)^  consis­
tent with the parity of the solution given by Eq. (6.9). The present 
model is not appropriate for treatment of the unnatural parity mesons 
such as IT and K. 
The quark masses appropriate for the above meson mass spectra can 
be evaluated from Eqs. (6.14), (6.15), (6.16), and (6.20). Since the 
quark contents of the mesons are given as 
•f" — — — p = ud , K = us , cp = ss , etc. (6.21) 
we obtain 
m^  + mj = 0.28, m^  + m^  = 0.39 , 2m^  = 0.51 (6.22) 
u d u s s 
2 in GeV . From this it follows 
m = 0.37, m, = 0.38, m = 0.5 (6.23) 
u as
in GeV. These are in agreement with the usual phenomenological esti­
mates (24). 
D. Spherical Cells and Radii of Mesons 
For the spherical cell the normal four-vectors are given by Eqs. 
(4.13) and (4.14). With these n^  the condition on the cell given by Eq. 
(5.10) reduces to 
fp (t) = 0 (*-24) 
at the time boundaries for arbitrary values of Z (r)and 
qsm 
ZF "qsCf) = 0 (6-25) 
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for the maximum r for arbitrary values of YpCt)- Note that all the 
functions y (t), dy (t)/dt, R (r), and dR (r)/dr vanish beyond cer-
p p qs qs 
tain values of.t and r. These values define the boundaries of the 
cell. In particular the eigenfunctions and their derivatives for p = 
2 and q = 0 are shown in Fig. 2 ^  6. As seen in these plots, the 
boundaries may be safely set as 
lnt| <5, nr < 5 for s = 1,2,3,4 (6.26) 
In Sec. IV we made the requirement that the expectation value of x 
must be space-like for physical particles. To see if this requirement 
is satisfied for the present model, calculate the expectation value of 
t and r. 
9 r 2 2 , 
t = N dt t e % H (nt) = 0 (6.27) 
P P I P 
• / — C O  
2 00 
^  J o  
where e = 1/n and the integration limits are extended to infinity for 
the sake of evaluation of the integrals. Since t^  is zero for any p, 
the average distance between the constituents is purely space-like and 
r may be regarded as the radius of the meson. When s becomes large, qs 
Stirling's formula may be used to show that r approaches the limit 
qs 
3/2 
iqg + s E , s " (6.29) 
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for mesons lying on the above mentioned leading trajectories, the radii 
-13 
are evaluated in units of Fermi, F = 10 cm as 
?0i = 0'9F P,w,K*,cp 
— 
rQ2 = 1.5F f.Ag.K ,f' 
-  *  ***  
rgg = 2.3F w ,g,K 
= 3.2F A*,h (6.30) 
Note that the radii of particles increase with spin. This is a conse^  
quence of the fact that the relative angular momentum of the quarks 
which increases with the radii is the spin of the meson in the present 
model. 
E. Charmed Mesons 
Finally let us consider the spectra of the charmed mesons. Since 
* * 
D belongs to the same 15-multiplet as K , take p = 2 and q = 0 for 
this meson. Substituting 
D* = cd , s = 1 , = 2.01 GeV (6.31) 
into Eq. (6.13) gives the mass of the charmed quark 
m^  = 1.37 GeV (6.32) 
Using this value, the spectra of the chairmonium states are given by 
= s + 2q - p + 8.5 (6.33) 
2 , 2 
where iq is chosen to be 0.5 GeV , By assigning the proper values of 
s and p and varying q, one can generate the mass spectra of the natural 
parity charmonium states. Comparison of our results with experimental 
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vales is given in Fig. 7 (25). Even though the mass spectra differ 
from those of the standard model (26), they include the experimentally 
known charmonium states. A peculiar feature is that J/ijj does not appear. 
to be the ground state of 1 spectrum. Also the present model predicts 
+ + 
more than one % states with 0 and 2 . 
q 
7 JÛjML 7 (4.64) ' 
qIÛAZL 6 (4.42) (4.415) ® 
5 (4.18) 5 (4.18) 5 
4 Jl^ âl 4 (3,94) ,,--'''<4.030) 4 
3 (3.81) 
3 3 (3.54) X(2L55) 
2 -(3.33] Xi3i415) ^  (3.39) 
I (3.241 
I I iâsfiS).—J^ ltiâJOp) 
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o\ 
Figure 7. Mass spectra of natural parity charraonium states. In GeV units. 
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VII. CONCLUSION 
To conclude let us summarize the results obtained from the present 
model. 
i.) The Euler-Lagrange equation is a simple generalization of the 
local equation for a special class of Lagrangian densities satisfying 
the boundary condition on the cell. 
ii.) For such Lagrangian densities there are appropriate conserva­
tion laws of energy-momentum and angular momentum. 
iii.) The covariant harmonic oscillator interaction yields the 
linear Chew-Frautschi plots with the even daughter trajectories. 
iv.) The quark masses appropriate to the meson mass spectra are in 
agreement with the phenomenological estimates. 
v.) The radii of the mesons lying on the well-established leading 
trajectories are evaluated to be of the order of a fermi. 
vi.) The mass spectra of the charmonium states seem to be in gen­
eral agreement with the existing experimental values. 
Considering .the above results it seems as though the present model 
is appropriate to describe the static properties of the mesons. A cru­
cial test of the model is the experimental verification of the exis­
tence of the other low lying charmonium states predicted. As with any 
physical model, however, our model has its limitations. The quarks are 
treated as bosons and their spins are neglected. It may be for this 
reason that the model is not appropriate to describe the unnatural 
parity mesons and the odd daughter trajectories are absent from the 
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Chew-Frautschl plots. The generalization of the model to describe 
baryons is not possible unless one treats quarks as fermions. 
One may argue that the desired results of meson spectroscopy could 
be obtained solely from covariant harmonic oscillators without the 
framework of bilocal field theory. However, the significance of the 
present theory is that it has a proper framework for future develop­
ments. In analogy with local field theory, one may be able to define 
a suitable canonical conjugate momentum and quantize the field. It is 
also hoped that an appropriate S-matrix can be constructed without the 
divergence difficulties associated with the perturbative treatment of 
the conventional field theory. These points will be further investi­
gated. 
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PART II. TRIDENT PRODUCTION BY HIGH ENERGY 
CHARGED PARTICLES ON NUCLEI 
44 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The process of lepton-pair production in high energy lepton-hadron 
and hadron-hadron interactions is an important phenomenon in the explor­
ation of new physics, such as the J/%|; and T production and the Drell-Yan 
process. In these processes high invariant mass lepton-pairs are in­
volved. The physics of lepton-pairs, particularly electron-position pair 
production, dates back to the early days of quantum theory of radiation. 
This "old" physics, involving quantum electrodynamics (QED), could be a 
potential background of the new physics. For example, the recent result 
on trimuon production in neutrino reactions can be partially accounted by 
the ".conventional QED bremsstrahlung effect. 
Electron-positron pair production induced by fast electrons near the 
Coulomb field of an atom, called the trident process or direct pair pro­
duction, was first suggested by Furry and Carlson in 1933 (1). In the 
following year, Skobeltzyn reported the observation of pair production 
by B-rays in a cloud chamber (2). This proposal by Furry and Carlson was 
a variant of the idea of Oppenheimer and Plesset (3) who discussed pair 
production by high energy y-rays observed by Curie and Joliot (4). All 
of the above workers sought to use pair production as a verification of 
Dirac's "hole theory" (5). 
Various calculations of this process, using the virtual photon 
method of Weizsacker and Williams (6), were carried out by Bhabha (7) 
and many others (8) in the 1930's. In his paper Bhabha made a distinc­
tion of the two kinds of lowest order pair production processes (7). 
The one in which the atomic Coulomb field interacts with the incident or 
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out-going charged primaries is called the "first-order process". In the 
other process, named the "second-order process", the presence of the 
Coulomb field affects either the created electron or positron. Note that 
the separation is gauge invariant. He further showed that the=first- -
order: process is dominant when the kinetic energy of the incident charged 
particle is small compared with its rest energy. As the energy of the 
incident particle increases, the second-order process becomes more impor­
tant and eventually dominates over the first-order process at sufficient­
ly high energies. Results obtained by Bhabha, however, are valid for 
small pair energies. 
The first treatment on pair production in the framework of covariant 
perturbation theory of QED was presented by Murota, Ueda and Tanaka (9). 
However, their cross section formulae contain an undetermined parameter. 
Since then the calculations have been redone using various approximation 
schemes by Ternovskii (10), Kelner (11) and several others (12). The 
results obtained by these workers are valid only for the case in which 
the energies of participant particles are large compared with their 
masses. These results, however, do not contain any free parameter to be 
determined phenomenologically. A summary and comparison of these works 
is given by Wright (13). More recently, detailed calculations involving 
hadron primaries have been carried out by Young^  Crawley^  and the present 
author (14). 
Most of the above mentioned works were done for the analysis of 
electromagnetic phenomena of high energy particles in dense media; e.g. 
energy loss of cosmic rays in emulsions. In their treatments, the 
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authors concerned themselves with trident processes with small invariant 
masses of lepton pair, all three out-going particles (the lepton pair and 
the primary) being close to the forward direction. More recently, direct 
pair production was discussed in the context of testing the validity of 
QED at small distances (15). Deviation from QED predictions, if any, can 
be investigated through wide-angle pair productions with large lepton 
pair invariant masses arising from highly off-mass shell virtual photons. 
The QED calculations of pair production become somewhat complicated 
when the presence of atomic electrons is taken into consideration. The 
atomic electrons may enter the interaction in the following ways; 
(i) They serve to screen the Coulomb field of the atomic nucleus 
and threrefore reduce the effective nuclear electric charge. 
(ii) They interact directly with the incident charged particle or 
one of the produced lepton pair. 
The former effect gives rise to the elastic cross section. The latter 
adds incoherently to increase the cross section. The significance of 
this inelastic effect was pointed out by Perrin and expounded by Wheeler 
and Lamb (16). A detailed account of the effects of atomic electrons 
can be found in the article by Tsai (17). 
Numerous experimental works on pair production are found in the 
literature (14) . The status of these experiments is not clear owing to 
the fact that it is difficult to obtain clean data with good enough 
statistics to make a comparison with theoretical predictions. However, 
in the last several years, accelerator experiments with reasonably good 
statistics have been performed. 
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Early experiments were done in cloud chambers and other similar 
devices, g-fays derived from radiative sources were used as primaries. 
The majority of these experiments reported cross sections larger than the 
theoretical ones. A summary of experiments done up to 1939 was given by 
Crane and Halpern (18). In 1940, Feldmeier and Collins studied pair pro­
duction by electrons from the Notre Dame Van de Graaff (19). In the late 
1940's, the observation of pair production by high energy electrons from 
cosmic rays in photographic emulsions was reported by Occhialini and by 
Bradt, Kaplon and Peters (20). References on experimental works between 
1940 and 1954, mainly on cosmic ray experiments, can be found in the 
article by Block, King, and Wada (21). Barkas, Deutsch, Gilbert and 
Violet reported the observation of pair production by electrons at the 
Berkeley synchrotron (22). Systematic studies of pair production from 
accelerator electrons were then carried out by Camac and by Shiren and 
Post (23). 
Studies of trident processes by hadronic beams started about a 
decade and a half ago. An experiment on direct pair production using a 
IT beam at 16 GeV/C in nuclear emulsions was performed by Mora in 1963 
(24). Many investigations with primary e , , ïï , and p beams from 
accelerators have been done since then (25). 
In App. A we list all the experiments using primary particles from 
accelerators, together with their targets, detection schemes and numbers 
of events, if available. Also included is a short listing of the com­
parisons with theory. Here it is useful to make a summary of the experi­
ments prior to the middle of 1976. 
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1. Cloud chamber observations of the trident processes at low ener­
gies (primary energy % 15 MeV) are in general agreement with theory (26). 
2. Pair production by cosmic ray electrons at primary energies 
>  1  G e V  a r e  i n  g e n e r a l  v a r i a n c e  w i t h  t h e o r y ,  y i e l d i n g  - 2 - 5  
"^ theory discrepancy could be due to the limited number of 
trident events and possible systematic errors introduced in estimating 
the primary electron energy. 
3. Experiments with cosmic ray muons are in general agreement with 
theory (28). 
4. Counter experiments at primary electron energies 555 MeV from 
accelerators are in good agreement with theory (23,29). 
5. High energy electron and muon experiments, with primary electron 
energies of 4 GeV/C and 13.75 GeV/C and primary muon energy of 4 GeV/C, 
using both counter and emulsion techniques are in good agreement with 
theory (25). However, a y emulsion experiment at a primary energy of 
15.8 GeV/C is at variance with theory. 
6. Experiments using hadron beams can be divided into two groups: 
emulsion experiments (30), which show large deviations from theoretical 
predictions and bubble chamber experiments, which are in good agreement 
with theory (31). 
The calculations of the present work were done in the framework of 
covariant perturbation theory. The dominant contribution to the cross 
section comes from the lowest order diagrams and the higher order radia­
tive corrections yield a very small part. We describe the lowest order 
calculations in detail for pair production by charged bosons, in particu­
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lar by it , following the approach of Keiner (11). Cross section formu­
lae for the fermion primary, which we take to be the proton for con-
cretdness, are also presented. For Chu high energy lopton pnlrn, the 
second-order process dominates over the first-order process, as we shall 
see in the cross sections obtained by numerical computations. The inter­
ference term between the first and second-order process is shown to van­
ish. An attempt is made to calculate the radiative corrections to the 
second-order process. 
The organization of the present work is as follows. In Sec. II, we 
describe the calculations for the second-order processes. Those for the 
first-order processes are given in Sec. Ill, in which the interference 
term between the first and second-order processes is also discussed. In 
Sec. IV, we present the radiative matrix elements which are free from the 
infrared divergences. The elimination of the infrared divergences is 
described in detail. Sec. V gives numerical evaluations of cross sec­
tions for the IT primary at different incident energies. In particular, 
the pair energy distribution and the pair energy partition distribution 
are compared with the experimental data obtained by the Iowa State 
University group and its collaborators (32). We give concluding remarks 
in Sec. VI. App. A lists the experimental works on pair production. 
App. B through G supplement calculations presented in the main text. 
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II. SECOND-ORDER PROCESSES 
In this section we shall calculate the differential cross section 
for the trident processes 
B + A B + A + e + e 
a 
where B represents a charged particle and A is an atom. A is the 
excited or ionized state of A. In general the results obtained in the 
"j" *f" 
present work are applicable to spin 0 bosons (it~, K~, etc.) and spin 
+ + 
1/2 fermions (e~, y , p, etc.) for the case that the momentum transfer 
between the in-coming and out-going B particle is small. Since we are 
particularly interested in the direct lepton pair production by hadrons, 
we shall refer to B as ir~ or p. To the lowest order in the fine struc­
ture constant, the second order processes are depicted in diagrams of 
Fig. 1. In Fig. la, the incident particle (dotted line) is ir and in 
lb 
* + 
± 
la 
Figure 1. Feynman diagrams for second-order processes 
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A. Notations 
Throughout the present work we will use the following notations: 
p^ Cpg); four-momentum of the incident (out-going) charged particle, 
k^ ; four-momentum of the intermediate virtual photon. For the 
first order process in Sec. Ill, this will be denoted as kg-
P+(P )» four-momentum of the positron (electron). 
q; four-momentum transfer to the atom. 
2 2 A = -q 
u^  = (u^ , u), it takes the particular form (1,0) in the lab frame, 
â; length of the spacial part of a four-vector a^ . 
We will employ the convention of Bjorken and Drell (33). In particular, 
the metric is given by g^ =^ -g^ =^ -8^ 2=1. 
B. Differential Cross Section 
According to the Feynman rules of quantum electrodynamics, the T-
matrix element for the pair of diagrams la is written as 
i„_ = 1 ^  (pi + p,)„ u" ^  
x 
where 
'D^ ^ -A^ = 2(q ^ p^) 
u • q = 0 (2.2) 
•> ->2 
and F(q)/q is the form factor of the atom. 
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To proceed further, we need to qualify the expression of Eq. (2.1). 
We treat the particle B as point-like. It is known that hadrons h&ve 
internal structures which manifest themselves as electromagnetic (em) 
form factors when they interact with high mass virtual photons. At the 
present time, there is no reliable theory for the em form factor. How­
ever, the vector meson dominance model provides a good guidance, es­
pecially for time-like virtual photons. The em form factor effect in 
this model is to modify the photon propagator according to 
2 / 2 2 2 
k- 'V k, k  -  m  +  i m . r .  1 i 11 2 11 
where the mu's are the masses of the neutral vector mesons which can 
couple to the photon and the B and the F^ 's are their widths. It is 
clear from the above modification that the dominant contributions come 
2 2 2 
from small values of k^  or k^  = m^ . The former corresponds to QED proc­
esses and the latter, vector meson dominance predictions. In the 
present work, we shall concern ourselves only with the QED process, 
2 
i.e., small k^  and approximate the em form factor by unity. 
Taking the absolute square of T^  ^and summing over polarizations 
of the electron-position pair, we obtain the differential cross section 
ir k^ A 
3^ ,3 3 ,3 
d Pj. a P_ d p d q 
V yv" '' o ""IT--3- 5(q+k]-P -P_) (2.3) 
p+ p_ p2 u 
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2 
where a = e /4n denotes the fine structure constant and the tensors A „ 
ag 
ct6 
and B are defined by 
uv 
•\6 ° i (pl+pz'a (pl+pz'e 
g ?i_ - ll + m 4 - + « g 
X [t' n 5 ï") ((i. + in^ )y . (2.4) 
For the proton case, we replace A^ g by A^ g: 
• i "p't'b + mp)' • <2.5) 
To fix the energies of the electron, the positron, and the virtual 
photon, we introduce the appropriate 6-functions in the differential 
cross section. Then Eq. (2.3) is rewritten in the form 
_ 2zv )2 _ 2-^ /^ 1  ^yg 5(u.k -e^ -e ) 
de de 2 1 n ,4 ag 0 1 + 
+ - ÏÏ p 
(2 .6)  
where 
2ïï^ Jl'^ ô^(u"k.,-e ~e ) 
± + "" 
X ô(e -u-p ) ô(e_-u-p_) (2.7) 
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The Lorentz invariant quantities = u*p^  introduced here represent the 
energies of positron and electron in the lab frame in which u = (1,0,0, 
0 ) .  
cxB As seen from its definition above, the tensor £ is symmetric in 
a and 6. Since the momenta p^ , p , and q are integrated over, the avail­
able tensors to expand are k^ , u, and Thus the general form of 
is written as 
+ aguuug +a^ (k^ u^  + u\j) . (2.8) 
To determine A^  through A^ , let us employ the gauge invariance condition 
k = 0 or k^   ^= 0. (2.9) 
la IB 
Either of the above implies 
aj - -k^ aj -
aj.-^a^ (2.10) 
where O) = u'k^  = + e is the energy of the virtual photon in the lab 
frame. We can now write 
= (k^ g^ g - k^ )^a2 + (wgo^ g + a u%^ -k"u^ -u\j)a^ . (2.11) 
cts 
We can further express A^  and A^  in terms of the contraction of H" 
»lth g^ g and u^ ug; 
*2 • -f? + -rr  ^v/^ > 
03 -k^  2(w -k^ ) w -k^  
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3k^  
Inserting the above expressions into Eq. (2.11) and rearranging terms, 
otS 
a is now represented in the form 
-17^  'f + vT (2-") 
2(w -k^ ) w -k^   ^
where 
=- (w^ -kj)g^  ^+ k^ j + k^  uv - w(k5^ u^  + u\j) 
' (wf-k2)g*G + (1 + ^ )k^ k^  + 3kJu%^ -3(o(k"u^ +u\^ ). (2.14) 
1^ 
ct6  
The above representation shows that, to determine I , it is suffi­
cient to evaluate the two scalar integrals g and u For this 
° "aP a 6 
task we first need to evaluate g and u u„B^ u^^ u^  which involves 
a^6 uv a g uv 
trace calculations. The details are given in App. B. Here we give the 
final expressions. 
e e 2 
g B°^ u^^  ^= -4(-^  - -^ ) [(p.p ) + 2m^ ] 
a6 yv D_ + - e 
1 1 E. E_ 
"  ^ le^ w-pj - e_lq'pyj 
+ 2(^  + ^ ) uq«p )(q-p ) - A^ e e + [(p -p )+ 2m^ ]\ 
D  D  +  ~  + - < :  + -  e j  
2A (p 'P_) 
- -w (2.15) 
+ -
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and 
e 
VeO""" ° " (p+'p_) - "e' 
+ ^  2^(q-p^ )(q.p_) + A^ [(P+'P_) + > 
+ 2(|- - ^ )(^  - 5~) [e+(q*pj + e_(q'p+)] (2.16) 
+ — + — 
C. Integrations Over Kinematic Variables 
ag 
We continue the evaluation of H carrying out the integrations with 
respect to the electron and position momenta. Denote 
dp d p_ 
d r  =  — G ( q + k - p ^  - p  )  6 ( E ^ - u ' p + )  6 ( e  - u - p  )  ( 2 . 1 7 )  
p+ p_ 
It is convenient to integrate in the center of mass frame of the elec­
tron and positron. For this purpose, define the new variables 
P = + P_ . K = P^  - P_ • (2.18) 
Let us rewrite the infinitesimal volume element as 
3 
 ^= 2 d p ô^ (p - m ) (2.19) 
P 
where 6^  denotes 
6+(x^  - a^ ) = ^  5(x - a) . (2.20) 
Since 
A il —A A A 
d P+ d p_ = 2 ^  d P d^ K , (2.21) 
we represent dF in the form 
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dF = 2d\ d'^P ô(q+k^-P)6._j,(P +K -Am^) 
X ô(P-K)ô(u.P-(e^ +eJ)ô(u.K-(e_j_-e_)) (2.22) 
where the identity for the ô-function 
f (x)ô(x - a) = f (a)ô(x - a) (2.23) 
is used to obtain Eq. (2.22). In the center of mass frame of electron 
and positron 
P = (Pq, 0) , K = (0, K) . (2.24) 
Note that in this frame u ^  (1, 6^ ). The ô-function appearing in Eq. 
(2.22) allow us to perform several of integrations trivially and we have 
1 c_-e+ 
dP = df2 ô(cos 6 )^ô(u*k^ -w) (2.25) 
û P. ÛK 
where 
P = q + , K = y4^ -4m^  (2.26) 
2 2 Since P =P^  in this frame, we have 
uPq = /(u'P) - u P = Xjj -(q+k^ ) . (2.27) 
Choosing the z-axis along u direction, we describe the appropriate coor­
dinate system as indicated in Fig. 2. 
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In such a coordinate system, the calculation reduces to integration over 
the azimuthal angle (}). 
dr = ô(u-k^ -a)) d* (2.28) 
where 
R = 0)^  - (q+k^ )^  
e -e 
cos 6 = . (2.29) 
ûk 
To proceed further, let us note the relations 
1 
2 
[
(q*p+)  =  -  i  (A^+D^)  
D, + D = -2(q'k ) 
t - i 
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V-
1 (i- + 1_\ 
2(q-k^ ) \ D/ 
(p+ p_) + nig = - y + d_ + k l )  (2.30) 
Then 
/ 2/ 2 ^  1 12\ 
- 4w (ihg + 2 k^ ) 
2 2 
rx :  x .x  
d+ d_ (q'k^ ) + 
('•"i» - + 2&y 
u_ 1 -j + _ 
2 9 19 1 1 
+ f kp (^  + ^ ) - 1 
d+ d 
(2.31) 
and 
x x 
+ -
-co 
X X 
""9 9 9 9 2 7 
fx. k +X V A X_ki+X X A \ 
( - " z" " ; - 2(x,-x_)(^  - ^  
d + 
) 
D 
2X X k^  + (X+X ) A -, T 
+ + - ^ ^ (^  +^ ) 
2(q.k^ ) d 
-1 {(q'\) - " r) - ^  
1 ,2,2 ,1 1 X 
+ 7 A k (-y + -y) 
(2.32) 
where X^  = e^ /co. From these expressions, we see that the following 
three integrals need to be evaluated. 
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Integration of the first integral is trivial and is given by 
JdT = ô(u-k^  - w) (2.33) 
We shall carry out the second and the third integral separately. 
The second integral /dr/D+: 
We write 
D+ = - (a^  + cos (j)) (2.34) 
where 
"a^  = (q'k^ ) + qK cos a cos 0 
_b^  = f qK sin a sin 0 (2.35) 
so that 
2^tt 
t J cos Jq - -
- 1 / 9  
= '/J—2 R 5(u'k - w) . (2.36) 
2 2 
The quantity (a^  - b^ ) can be calculated using Eqs. (2.26), (2.27), 
(2.29), and 
2 2 2 
"q = /(q-g) -q p 
1_ccs a . , (2.37) 
nq P 
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Note that the right-hand sides of Eq. (2.37) can be expressed in terms 
/ 2 2 
of Lorentz invariant quantities, as we can write û = /(u*P) /p - 1. 
After a tedious algebraic manipulation, we obtain 
&+ - = r (2.38) 
where 
Q+ = 4 (q.k^ )2 + a)V(4mW) - 4A^ [e^ £_k^  +(oe^ (q-k^ )] 
- 4 [(q.k^ )2 + + A\J(q+k^ )^  . (2.39) 
The integral is now given by 
j^ = -2ïïQ^ ^^ ô^(u-k^  - 0)) . (2.40) 
The third integral /dr/D+: 
With the knowledge of the second integral, the third integral can 
be evaluated as 
If - J^f <2.41) 
where (34) 
= 2we^ (q"k^ ) ± toA^ (e_-e^ ) - (q*k^ )(q+k^ )^  . (2.42) 
The expressions obtained so far are exact without any approxima­
tions. In the subsequent calculations we will make the following 
approximations for the high energy leptons. 
4 (i) Neglect the terms proportional to 1/ùj . 
2 2 2 (ii) Neglect A and k^  compared with w . 
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Note that the dominant contributions to the cross section come from the 
2 2 
lower limits of A and integrations. At these limits 
2 2 2 
0,2 v2 • 
2 2 
The integration limits of A and will be given shortly. (See Eqs. 
(2.59) and (2.68).) 
It is convenient to denote 
(q-k^ ) = Yj^ t , A^  = Y^ y (2.43) 
with 
yi = - kj x^ x_ . (2.44) 
Using the above definitions and approximations, R, S^ , and are 
rewritten as 
R = co d - -^ ) 
w 
-  a )  
i 2 2 
1_Q± = 4 (q+ - q) (2.45) 
where 
-0+ = 2X+t ± (X_ - X^ )y 
 ^ + (1 - x+t)y + L__q,  ~  T y 4- X^ t (2.46) 
and ? 
2y , t  
-5-4-
q = — T -  •  ( 2 . 4 7 )  
w 
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With the above integrals and quantities given, we can now perform 
the r-integration of and These are expressed 
in the form 
k^ ) •»2 
x ô(u'k^  - w) 
jdru^ upb"^ u^ u^ = ô(u-k^  - w) (2.48) 
where 
•'i • -ic^  -
wfxjk t — 
. %! / 1 2 
2 \.2 .2 2 X X t^  • 
to X.X t + -
(2.49) 
.a ,ag 
To obtain £ a and u^ ug& , we have to perform the integration with 
2 
respect to q. The q-dependence can be expressed in terms of A and 
(q-k^ ). In the lab frame Uq = 1 and taking k^  along Z-axis, we have 
,3 _2 _ 
—3. = q dqd(cos 0 )d()) = 
"o 
dA^ d (q-k ) 
/(o--k2 
y^ tt 
w 
dydt . (2.50) 
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Hence 
r-.i«a = ^  (xj ^ x?) 2^ 
'1 
1 ,.6 v- ^  
"2 ve" '— "^ 2 
u) yt 
(2.51) 
where 
--'i " 
(2.52) 
To determine the ranges of (q-k^ ) and A , we start with 
(q+k^ )^  = (p^ +p_)^  
which gives 
(q-k^ ) = + (P^ -P_) + I (A^  - kj) (2.53) 
For the high energy electron and positron 
(p.'P_). = £ £ 1 ,  1 ~ p,p„ - v " 
a x% 
The above two equations imply 
= I 2^ ":% *3 3 
+ - 8w X+X_ 
(2.54) 
(2.55) 
Hxso in cne xao rrame 
(q"k^ ) = - ak^  
from which it follows 
(4'kl)max = /p(w^ -k^ ) . (2.56) 
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Thus the integration limits of t are given by 
1^ - t ^  ^ 2 
where , „ 
-, 
1 2 y 2X,X. g 2 3^^ 3 
1 + -
Ki/-A 
^2 '1 -^y  • <2-57) 
The cross-hatched area on the t-y plane in Fig. 3 represents the inte­
gration region. 
y, 
Figure 3. Integration region of t and y 
To find the limits of y, solve for 
•^ 1 = h (2.58) 
which gives 
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where 
xy 
, 1 4 <h-v^ 
' 1^ 4(j-4) x^ x! " ^  l$r • 
In the integration of t and y, we retain the terms proportional to 
and keep k^  in comparison with The reason for doing these is 
2 2 
that, at not too large values of w still satisfying m^ «w , the lower 
limits may exceed the upper limits for certain kinematic configurations 
unless these terms are included. 
The t-intégrâtion in and can be carried out analytically for 
arbitrary F(y). These integrals after the t-integratlon are given in 
App. C. 
D. Cross Section Formula 
It remains to integrate over in order to obtain the expression 
for the cross section. Take p^  along the Z-axis, then 
d^ Pp = P^ dp^  d(cos 6p) d(l)p . (2.60) 
From 
kj = (p - p = 2(m^  - EE + p p cos 0 ) , (2.61) 
1 12  TT 12  12 p 
we get 2 
dki 
d(cos 6 ) = _ _ (2.62) 
P 2pip2 
07 
which leads to 
3 
^ P 2 TT 7 
—Q-ô(u - w) =  ^dk^  (2.63) 
p2 1 
2 2 2 
where w = E^ -E^  is used and are neglected compared with E^  and E^ . 
Using Eqs. (2.4), (2.6) and (2.63), we obtain the differential cross 
section 
+ - w is 
where 2 
1^1 x^ X a) + s ^  (3s - + 2g-^ )(u^ ug5, ^) (2.65) 
and the quantities and u^ ug£°'^  are given by Eq. (2.51). The 
symbols s and Ç here denote 
y—• is-
S = - "2 
% 
.  (2.66) 
vl^ 2 
2 2 2 
We neglect k^  compared with E^  ^ and o) in the above expression of 
2 One can find the range of k^  from Eq. (2.61). Since 
. 1 4*4 2 
1^*2 ~ W ~ 2 E^ E2 ' (2.67) 
we have 
v 2 
^  --" l  - (2 .68)  
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Or expressed In terms of s 
si < s ; s. 
where 
"s, = 
1 X+X_ 
I 
Lsg = r (2.69) 
% 
E. Proton Case 
For the proton case, the cross section formula can be obtained with 
i 
the use of given by Eq. (2.5). 
''°Il_ 2 z V  1  ds (2.70) 
IT / II 
where 
* 2 
1^1 - X X 2ËJË7 
12 
2 . 
u.71) 
W + - 1 z 
and 2 
K = . (2.72) 
®e^ l^ 2 
The other necessary quantities are previously given in this section. 
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III. FIRST-ORDER PROCESSES 
In this section we shall consider the contribution to the cross 
section due to the diagrams 4a and 4b. In the diagrams of 4a, the inci­
dent particle is tt and in 4b, p. 
P+ 
p. 
p|-^ -
4a 
pi 
4b 
Figure 4. Feynman diagrams for first-order processes 
The third diagram in 4a, called the contact term, is necessary to 
maintain the gauge invariance. The calculations will be carried out in 
a similar way to those of Sec. II. We describe the detail of calcula­
tions for the pion case. For the proton case, we give summary of the 
results. The interference term between the first and the second order 
processes is discussed at the end of this section. 
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A. Differential Cross Section 
The T-matrix element for the diagrams 4a is written as 
-1 ^  u(p_)Y^v(p^) u" ^  
.OL, 
x 
rcpn+po+q) (2p,+q) (p.+pg-q) (Zpg-q)., a 1 
l b " + d, j (3.1) 
where 
, .2 2 , .2 2 
Dj_ = (p^ +q) - , Dg = (pg-q) - % (3 .2)  
Taking the absolute square of and summing over the polarizations of 
electron and positron, the differential cross section can be expressed 
in the form 
tt 2 
dV dV ^^2  à \  , ,  ,  s 
X—— —— —— n G(q+Pi-P?-P^-P_) 
P+ P. Po u" _L 4. 
where the tensors and are given by 
m 
1 
yv 8 
(P-,+Pn+q)°'(2p-,+q),. (p,+p„-q)^ (2p„-q) 
^ -2g" d, 
J: K ^  i 6 
do 
(p^ +p2+q)^ (2p^ +q)^  (p^ +p2-q)^ (2p2-q) 
D, d, 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
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Te facilitate the calculation, we separate the contributions from 
two parts of the diagrams connected by the intermediate virtual photon. 
This is achieved by introducing an additional 6-function to fix the 
four-momentum k^ . As in Sec. II, we also fix the energies of the lepton 
pair. Then the cross section is represented in the form 
- 4^  k-v' -  ^ ".5) 
+ - IT k 
d^ p d^ p 
-r «(k2-p+-p.)«(u-p+-c+)«(u'p_-s_) 
J P+ P-
1 |F(q)| uV S(q+p^ -p -k ) . (3.6) 
J  t \  Pg  u  
B. Bremsstrahlung Part 
The tensor describes the parts of the diagrams associated with 
the virtual photon dissociation into e and e . As in Sec. II, the gen­
eral form of the symmetric tensor is given by 
a^6 " ®i^ a3 va"3"^  
The gauge invariance condition 
implies 
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where the invariant quantity (o = u'k. = e + e is the lepton pair 
2 + -
energy in the lab frame. Using Eq. (3.9) in Eq. (3.8), we have 
2 4 
"^ a3 " (wsog + i; vb"^ 2a"g~"a^ 23^ 4^ 
In terms of the contractions g^ '^ L^ g and B2 and are given by 
3k^  
-?4 • - -rr + -172 • ".id 
2(0) -kg) w -kg 
Thus we can express Eq. (3.10) in the form 
2^ 
i'c.b • -ttt (s'^ viab ^   "'"vzcs' 
2(0) -kg) 0) -kg 
where 
2 
ij2a3 " "^ 2^ ®a3 * v^a"6 
2^ 
- SwCkg^ Ug + kggU^ ) . (3.13) 
From the first expression of Eq. (3.4) 
•'as - ("i^ p-e+^ -ap+e' - see '""e + (?+'?-)] 
which gives 
 ^= - (2m^  + k^ ) 
ab e 2 
uoubic^ p == 2e^ e_ - 1; kj; . (3 jl5) 
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To determine it remains to integrate over the pair momenta p^  and 
p . Denoting 
,3 3 
I o P. d p_ 
dr = -Q— 6(k2-p^ -p_)ô(u-p_^ -e^ )ô(u.p_-e_) , (3.16) 
p+ p-
î 
we notice that dF reduces to dT, Eq. (2.17), when (q+k^ ) is replaced by 
k2• Hence 
'  2  2 - 1 / 2  
dr = (w -kp 6(u-k2-cj)dcj) (3.17) 
I 
The r -integration is now straightforward to give 
= 2tt(w^ -k2)"^  ^(2mj + k^ )ô(u-k2-to) 
= 2ïï(co^-k2)"^^^ (2e^e_-I k2)ô(u.k2-w) . (3.18) 
Now L  ^takes the form 
ag 
r -1 
" (uf-IzyS/Z ^"2^^lag Y ^^^2a3J 
X ô(u-k2-(jj) . (3.19) 
In order to separate in da^  the factor proportional to the 
bremsstrahlung cross section of the virtual photon, we make use of the 
gauge invariance constraints: 
" • ».20) 
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Therefore, the terms proportional to or k^  ^in and do not 
contribute to the cross section. For this reason, we can leave out 
from the terms proportional to kg^  or kg^ . Also we write 
4 à 1^ 2 2 
d k, = —pp d k„ (3.21) 
zk, 
2 
where k^  is the lepton pair invariant mass. Then the cross section can 
be represented in the form 
"'l z'a" (3-22)  
3^ 1 tt a3 jj,-
where « 
k. 
a^3 2 2.3/2 |j(^ ™e "^ 2 2 (^ E+ej- ^  ^ 2^ 1^a3] 
2(to -k_) •- w -k« 
(3.23) 
with 
and 
g 
J a'' p? k? u" 2 p2 
X f^ q+p^ -pg-kg) • (3.25) 
C. Primary Part 
ab 
The tensor G describes the interaction of the incident and out­
going charged particle with the atom. In the cross section formula 
ct6 
given above, we need to know only two scalar integrals g^ gG 
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ab 
and u^ UgG . For this purpose, we first evaluate the integrands 
and u^ UgM^ u^^ u^ . From the definition of given by the 
second expression of Eq. (3.4), it immediately follows that 
K 4\  K  4  
+ ~2 2 [(%'pi) + (s'p3)] - i--? + -? 
',dJ n i l  
'^ 1 1 (3.26) 
and 
»aB la V  1 
VbV °2 
 ^ 2 
1 2^ i 1 
l^  + 5-| (e^  + eg) + 2 (3.27) 
Using the relations 
•(q-p^ ) = j (a' + d^ ) (q-pg,) — ^  (à"  + d^ ) 
.(pj-p2) - .| (dj^ + d2 + - kj) . (3.28) 
Eq. (3.26) can be rewritten in the form 
4 "2' 
i . iV . 1 
'2I 2 
(3.29) 
Eq. (3.27) is already in the desired form. 
Next we shall consider integration with respect to p^  and k^ . Let 
us define 
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,3 ,3. 
d pg d kg 
dZ = —Q- —Q- 0(q+p^ -P2-k2)6(u-k2-(o) . (3.30) 
p2 k; 
With the new variables 
? = Pg + kg , Q = Pg - kg ' (3.31) 
we rewrite Eq. (3.30) in the form 
dz = d^ p d^ q 8+(p^  + - 2p+)6+(p-q - p^ ) 
X 6(P - p^ -q)ô(u*k2 - w) (3.32) 
2 2 2 
where P, = m ± k„. In the frame in which 
± IT 2 
P = (Pq, h , (3.33) 
dS can be further represented as g 
= k, « cos 6 - ^  (2u )^)] (3.34) 
where P = q + p^  and 
[ 2 5" p+ ^  p-4 - po /i - 2 ;2 + ;4 
,5Pg =y(U'P)^ -U^ P^  • (3.35) 
2 2 
Note that in general k^  f hence p_ ^  0 and f 0. Fig. 5 gives 
the coordinate system in which the ^ -integration reduces to integration 
over the azimuthal angle à. 
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Figure 5. Coordinate system for the E-integration 
This gives 
-1/2 dE = W ' d (j) (3.36) 
where 
w = 
cos 6 (3.37) 
Since is independent of Pg and k^ , we only need to do the 
following Integrals: 
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The first integral is trivial and given by 
r  - 1 / 2  jdZ = 2tt W . (3.38) 
To evaluate the second integral /dZ/Dg, we write in the form 
Dg = - (c + d cos (j)) (3.39) 
where 
c = (q'P^ ) + qgQg - qQ cos a cos 0 
d = - qQ sin a sin 0 . (3.40) 
With these definitions 
I 
Using Eqs. (3.35) and (3.37) and expressing other quantities in the 
invariant form as in Eq. (2.37), we can write 
2  2 - 1  
c - d = W V (3.42) 
where 
V = AEEgCq.Pi)^  - (q.p^ )6^  +  ^E^ A^ ] 
- m^ [2(q-p^ )-A^ ]^ -k2A^ [4m^ +2(q.p^ )-k^ ] . (3.43) 
Hence 
J|^ =-2ïï V "1/2 _ (3.44) J  d, 
Now the evaluation of the third integral is trivial. 
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where 
U = C W = ZE^ Egfq-p^ ) - E^ CEg - a))A^  
+ [m^  + (q-P^ )][2(q-p^ ) - A^ ] + k^ LCq-P^ ) - A^ ] . (3.46) 
It is convenient to define the energies of the out-going pion and the 
virtual photon in terms of the energy of the incident pion. 
w = , E^  = . (3.47) 
In the approximation q^  - 0 in the lab frame, it follows that E^  = 
(^  + Eg; hence 
+ 6% = 1 • (3.48) 
Also we denote 
'(q-p^ ) = Ygt 
= Y^ y (3.49) 
where „ 
k^ b 
y, = 1 + -f4 . (3.50) 
For the high energy incident pion, we now make the following approxima­
tions 
(i) Neglect the terms proportional to 1/E^ . 
2 2 2 2 (il) Neglect (q*p^ )j a , k^  ^compared with E^ .^ 
Then W, U and V are simplified to 
w = e^  
-V = 4Y2E^ y (3.51) 
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where 
à = lç>^ t - (32 - 3j^ )y 
.y = 1 - ggdy + (3.52) 
We now perform the E-integration 
y2 
4y2 
where 
•^1 ° Ôr. 
r ri/u 
 ^ 2/p 
4g. 6? 
Po - ^  + —^  (3.54) 
and 
n = 2t - y . (3.55) 
To determine the two scalar integrals and u it 
oip a p 
remains to integrate over the momentum transfer q. In the lab frame, 
choosing along the z-axis, we write 
,3 
= A dA d (cos 0^ ) d<j)^  . (3.56) 
d (cos Q) = 
d(q'p^ ) 
q APi 
to rewrite Eq. (3.56) 
3 
 ^dA d(q-p ) = Y? ^  dydt. (3.57) 
uq pi 1 z 
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Thus 
-23, 
r  2  ,  1 , 2  1  , 2 ,  n  
-g 0. = it jl - - (m, - ^  k^ ) jj 
< 
-^ 2 - t, 
\ r~ ^2 (3.58) 
where 
•^ 1 "//^  |f(y) 1^  
.^ 2 =/f^  «it jF(y)|^  ^ 2 • (3.59) 
The integration limits of t and y can be found in the same fashion 
as in Sec. II. We start with 
(q + p^ )^  = (pg + kg)^  
to obtain 
(q-P^ ) = (Pg/kg) +"1 (A^  + k^ ) . (3.60) 
From 2 2 2 2 
- - ]_ 2 2 ^  
(P2'"2'min ~ ^ 2^ "^ ^ 2"2 ~ 2 Ë^ ôô ' (j.oi) 
it follows that 
'l^ min 2 " • 2E 
12 y?™ w 
(q'p,)_,_=?a^+4^ (3.62) 
To find the maximum, rewrite (q -p^ ) in the lab frame 
(q-P^ ) = -A P^  cos Gq < Ap^  , 
so that 
('•"i'max " V • 
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The integration limits of t are now given by 
ti < t < t. 
with 
= Œ 
"'2 -/y^  (3.64) 
The range of y can be obtained from t^  = t^ . 
?! - y - ^ 2 
with 
 ^%^ 1 
_ 
.^ 2 - t 3. 
(3 .65)  
In App. D the integrals and after the t-integration are given. 
D. Cross Section Formula 
The cross section formula can be obtained from Eqs. (3.22), (3.23), 
2 2 2 (3.24), and (3.58). Denoting = S and neglecting compared with w , 
we may write 
dn 2 4 
Z a 1 dS 
de^ de_ 2IT g2g3 2^ I (3 .66)  
where 
fj = [2m^  + (x^  + x )s] 
2^ 6 
'2 
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X x_(l + 6 
+ — ; — 8"= J . (3.67) 
1 
To find the range of consider 
kg = (p^  + p_)^  = 2[m^ +e^ e_-p^ p_ cos (P+'P_)] . (3.68) 
For the high energy lepton pair 
2 2 
x^+x_ 2 
P+P_ " - 2X X ®e ' (3'G9) 
+ — 
so that 
si 2 s ; s, 
where 2 
m 
S = ® 
1 x^ x_ 
S„ = 4WFX X . (3.70) 
• / + -
E. Proton Case 
For the proton case we replace the tensor describing the primary 
otr ' ct6 
part by , which reads 
"» • 5 « {['° *' • >, *' '"] "i • V 
•P'sp v-. »•'" 
After trace calculations the two scalar quantities are given by 
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5^5^ 6^ + 4(m^ + Y 4^ 
El E \2 
" (3.72) 
and 
' a 3  y  V  el _ ej 
4EiE^  |i:r + —I - 2(E, + E^ )l— + 
'12 dzj 21 di d, (3.73) 
Using the approximations mentioned above, we represent the two scalar 
integrals in the form 
 ^4' ''i - 4 * i 4' ^2  
2^ 
•«b 
wgg = 2 ^2 
to 
(3.74) 
Here all the expressions obtained for the pion case are valid if we re­
place every by m^ . The cross section formula is given by 
da. 
de^ de_ 
Z^ a' 1 dS 
-o f I T  (3.75) 
Where 
p = [zmj + (x^  + x^ )s] bj (1 + •'l 
t 
[ • K  + i  (1 + Bz 's  (3.76) 
F. Interference Term 
We now show that the interference term da^ . ^  between the first and 
the second process vanishes (35). To see this write da^  in the form 
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do -v/dw (3.77) 
where 
II ~ 3^y " ' (3.78) 
and /d$ denotes the integrations over the phase space. The tensors 
and are given by 
a r / b ï5_-i^ +m ,+m -] 
v ^ |jg(4-:'et ~x~ d7~ ^ j (s'?*) 
and o o 
g (p^+p.+q) (2p +q) (p+p,-q) (2p -q) 
• "-so) 
Using the charge conjugation property of the y-matrices (See Eq. (B.4)), 
ct it is easy to see that the tensor is antisymmetric with respect to 
the interchange of p and p . Since the rest of F does not contain 
+ - I II 
the pair momenta, the entire integrand is antisymmetric. Now the 
phase space integral /d$ contains a part 
fl'-f — — «(<5 + pi - p2 - ph. - p.) J  J  P . p  p+ 
Since this is symmetric under interchange of p^  and p , the cross section 
da^  II vanishes when the above integration is carried out. 
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IV. RADIATIVE CORRECTIONS 
In this section we shall consider the lowest order radiative cor­
rections to the second-order processes. Our purpose is to verify that 
the infrared divergences associated with the higher order radiative proc­
esses can be eliminated by the conventional procedure. This ensures us 
that the radiative process contribution is small. We shall concern our­
selves with the radiative corrections for the electron and the positron 
only; the pion and the proton are much more massive and the radiative 
corrections to them are negligible in comparison. For the most regions 
of u) (except for w E^ ), the first-order process gives the contribution 
2 -5 
to the cross section down roughly by the factor 10 compared 
with the second-order process. For this reason, the radiative correc­
tions to the first order process will not be considered. 
A problem associated with the consideration of radiative corrections 
is the occurrence of the infrared divergences in the vertex and the elec­
tron propagator part. The divergences enter into these virtual photon 
radiative parts through the regularlzation procedure. In general the 
infrared divergences of this kind can be canceled by including the dia­
grams of the real photon emission. 
The infrared divergence associated with the real photon emission can 
be readily seen from the electron propagator contained in the emission 
vertex: 
q P 
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for » 0. This type of the divergence was first recognized in the 
inelastic scattering of electrons with the emission of photons (36). The 
problem was so confusing to the researchers of quantum theory of radia­
tion in early 1930's that it was termed as the "infrared catastrophe". 
In 1937, Block and Nordsiek showed that the infrared divergence disapears 
if an exact solution of the field equation is employed for that part of 
the Hamiltonian which couples the low frequency electromagnetic field to 
the electron (37). In the following year, Braunbeck and Weinmann made an 
observation that the infrared divergence due to the emission of one real 
photon and the infrared divergence which is contained in the lowest order 
virtual photon radiative correction exactly cancel (38). This point was 
later expounded by Bethe and Oppenheimer (39). Jauch and Rohrlich fur­
ther gave a complete solution of the problem by showing that the infrared 
divergences contained in the real and virtual photon processes cancel to 
all orders in the fine structure constant a and for all types of proces­
ses (40). Thus the infrared divergence is a suprious phenomenon which 
only appears for the reason that the real and virtual photon processes 
are artifically separated in the perturbation expansion. In other words, 
the origin of the infrared divergence is the fact that in any scattering 
experiment the electrons can radiate photons whose energies are too small 
to be detected by the apparatus. Since any apparatus can have only 
finite energy resolution, it cannot make the distinction between soft 
photon processes and radiationless ones. For this reason, the infrared 
divergences of the individual processes discussed above are not physical. 
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We shall describe in detail the elimination of the infrared diver­
gences from the radiative amplitude for our particular case. At the end 
of this section, we give a rough estimate of the radiative cross section. 
A. Virtual Photon Radiative Corrections 
The Feynmann diagrams for virtual photon radiative corrections are 
given by Fig. 6. 
The classifications of these diagrams are as follows. 
a. Diagrams 6a through 6d; vertex corrections. 
b. Diagrams 6e and 6f; electron propagator corrections. 
c. Diagrams 6g through 6j; vacuum polarizations. 
d. Diagrams 6k and 61; these diagrams will be considered in the 
discussion of the infrared divergence. 
The T-matrix element for the above twelve diagrams can be expressed 
in the form 
"  f r  vy # (4-1)  
k,  ^ q 
where 
\ " ''2'a (4.2) 
and Q^ , and are given by 
 ^-(^ +m w 
l^y " (P_-q^ -P+) + A^ (p_ q-p+) i 
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6e 
6k 61 
Figure 6. Feynman diagrams for vitual photon radiative corrections 
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a a 1 
+ \(P_/_''9) —^  Y +T A^ q^-P+ -P+^ j v(p+) (4.4) 
|2p^ (P_~^ )Y°' + T°'^ (q-P+)Y^ v(p^ ) (4.5) 
3^y " [n(k^ ) + ïï(q^ )] 
r î5_-i^ +m +m -, 
xu(p_)1yjj—5 ^ +y -q yy|^(p+) • (4.6) 
The expression of will be given in the sub-section C. corresponds 
to diagrams 6a through 6d, to diagrams 6e and 6f and to diagrams 
6g through 6j. The symbols e and m here denote the physical charge and 
mass of the electron. The expressions of the regularized photon self-
2 
energy part n(p ), the electron self-energy part E(p) and the vertex part 
I 
of A^ (p ,p) are given in App. E (41). 
First we show that vacuum polarizations give negligible contribu­
tions to the radiative cross section. To see this» let us evaluate the 
integral in Eq. (E.l). Introducing a new variable x = (1 + r\)/2, we 
2 
rewrite 11 (p ) in the form 
2 
-e n(p ) = ^  I dn(l-Tl ) ^n [1 - 2 (l-Tl )] 
J-1 4m 
~ 3n [j ~  ^  ^ sin ^  3^  (4.7) 
2 2 
where 3 = p/2m. For |p |« m , the above expression reduces to 
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2 
-e^n(p^)=-Y^^ . (4.8) 
m 
For the case under consideration 
-e^  [n(kj) + n(q^ ] = —^  (a^  - kh . (4.9) 
15m 
The doTninant contribution to the cross section comes from the minima of 
2 2 
A and -k^ . At these minima 
2 
 ^(a^  - k^ ) ^  hl (4.10) 
m W 
provided E^ »w. (See Eqs. (2.59) and (2.69)) Thus we may neglect in 
this approximation. When the pair energy oi becomes comparable to the 
incident energy E. the photon self-energy part may not be negligible., 
B. Real Photon Radiative Corrections 
Before examining the vertex and the electron propagator part in 
detail, we consider the real photon radiative corrections. The main pur­
pose of this consideration is to cancel the infrared divergences inherent 
I 
in Z(p) and A^ (p ,p). As we shall see below, in order for this cancella­
tion to occur, the energy of the emitted photon is required to be small 
(soft photon). The Feynman diagrams for real photon radiative correc­
tions are given by Fig. 7. 
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P. -
— — —  
Figure 7. Feynman diagrams for real photon radiative corrections 
The T-matrix element for the above six diagrams can be written in 
the form 
ki q 
where is previously defined by Eq. (4.2) and 
(4.11) 
(4.12) 
Here corresponds to diagrams 7a through 7d and diagrams 7e and 
7f. As we shall see below R^  is infrared divergent, whereas R^  is not. 
To find an expression of R^  for soft photons, we first consider dia­
gram 7a only. The contribution of this diagram to R^  is 
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™<Pjïp 7—2-2 l'a = 'W' (4-13) 
(&+p+) -m 
where e denotes the photon polarization vector and Si the four-momentum 
of the emitted photon. Using the relation 
(^ +p^ -m)Y^  = 2(&+p+)^  - Tjj(^ +l5^ +m) (4.14) 
and the Dirac equation 
(]6^ +m)v(p^ ) = 0 , 
we rewrite for small H 
-^^ +-m (J 2e-(£+p ) - (£'?+) 
ji2v =7—:2 r • (4.15) 
(^ +p+) -m (&+p ) m 
Hence Eq. (4.13) becomes 
(e-p.) _ 1^  -4+m 
^ TFS? ^• (4-iG) 
Applying the same procedure for diagrams 7b through 7d we obtain the full 
r, 
a  
1 
(e-p.) (e-p ) 
R.'-lu 
where 
r E-  "] 
- = Ltfîj - ôfrJ < 
r 4-^  +m  ^-4+m 1 
bj;=u(p_)|y^-^y^+y^-^i— y^v(p^) • (4.18) 
Note that the factor in front of is divergent for & + 0. 
For diagrams 7e and 7f, we have 
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ï5_-k^ +m jf-ï5 +m 
+ Y 2—2" ^  \ v(p+) . (4.19) 
(p_-k^) -m HJ 
From this expression it is apparent that does not give rise to the 
infrared divergence. 
Let us note that is a part of the T-matrix element for the second 
order process. (See Eq. (2.1)) Taking the square of R^ , we expect that 
real photon emissions described by diagrams 7a through 7d modify the 
cross section by the factor 
' •  J  ( 2 n ) \  -  ( f p j J  ( 4 - 2 ° )  
where the summation runs over the unobserved polarization states of 
2 2 
emitted photons, letybe the "mass"of soft photons and £ = y . For vec­
tor bosons, we have 
p^lvv^'v""^ ' (4.21) 
So that 
a  f d ^ i r  2 ( p ^ . p _ )  
ait j 0 ks,-p^ ) (g,'p_)' 
- ""f [N ^i Î: 
- w'pj f -fEi t (Kr)] 
. g  '=k-px px " " 
where the infrared divergent part is given by 
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f [p+-pj - l] «t. (^ ) (4.23) 
and 
= X E+ +(1 - x) e_ 
-Pjj = X P+ +(1 - x) p_ . (4.24) 
The symbol Ae denotes the maximum energy of emitted photons. The details 
of the calculation of p are given in App. F (42). 
C. Cancellation of Infrared Divergences 
Consider the virtual photon radiative corrections given by diagrams 
6k and 61. For these diagrams, is written as 
J y^ (l5_-ij+m)y'^ (ii - #+-2+m)y^ (^ +^#-m)y^  
X u(p_) < „ ? 2,,, „,2 2, , _2 2 
[ (p++&) -m ] [ (p_-&) -m ] [q-p^ -jl) -m ] 
y°(^ _+/+m)y (^ -^d+/+m)y^ (#,-/-m)y ~1 
— 2 2^  2 2 2 zl * (4.25) 
[ (&-p^ ) -m^ ] [ (&+p J ] [ (£+p_-q) ^-mj 
+' 
2 
Due to the l/£ dependence we expect that the dominant contribution 
comes from small 2. Neglecting A compared with p^  and p > we write in 
the form 
(P+ 'P- )  ( t -p^ ) ( l -p_)  \  
= - F (P+*P_) / -2^ / ^  * (4.26) 
0 =x-px * 
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The calculation leading to the last line of the above equation is given 
in App. G. The contribution of radiative corrections to the cross sec­
tion is proportional to the interference term between the leading ampli­
tude and the radiative amplitude: 
~ K  i v  •  p' c (4.27) 
where  ^
P' - - F (P+'P_) ( -1% ff (4-28) 
J o  J 
ct3 
and is given by Eq. (2.4). Comparing Eqs. (4.23) and (4.27), we see 
' ir 
that P  cancels the first term of P  
ir 
We next show that the remaining second term of p cancel with the 
infrared divergent contributions from the vertex and electron propagator 
part. These infrared divergences are contained in the third terms of 
Eqs. (E.2) and (E.4). Performing the integrations, we obtain the 
infrared divergent part of and Q^ . 
(q2'); ' - ; (?) • (4-29) 
Thus for diagrams 6a through 6f 
(qir)a = ^  An (2) go , (4,30) 
M M  K  K  
The infrared radiative cross section is proportional to 
% ~ 2 bp (q")® = p" b°v (4.31) 
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where 
" 2a Q m p = — (—) (4.32) tt "" 
iit 
This cancels with the second term of p in Eq. (4.23) provided we give 
the maximum energy As = m/2 to emitted photons. 
D. Matrix Elements for Radiative Corrections 
We have seen above that the infrared divergences in Z(p) and 
A^ (p ,p) are eliminated completely if real photon emissions are taken 
into consideration. Henceforth, we may set y = 0 in the expressions of 
i 
E(p) and A^ (p ,p). For w« E^  
1 min . 
~ 5 
mm ^  m 
m m w 
(4.33) 
2 2 2 
and and q may be neglected compared with m . (See Eqs. (2.59) and 
t 
(2.69)) With these approximations the integrals in Z(p) and A^ (p ,p) are 
readily evaluated. The electron propagator part is then expressed in the 
form 
<^ —1? +m 
a a . a ''+ 
<'2u ° 2î "(p-) lv — 
g -rf-hn 
a 
• i  -ç^ +m 
+ 2m (q"P+)b+Y g— )b_Y g—  ^
D.  ^ ~ D 
a 
+ (q'P+) + (q'P_)b_Yy ^Y^v(p+) (4.34) 
where 
m 
(q-p+) m (q'p+) 
2[2(q.p^ )-m^ | q^-p^ )-m^  [2(q.p+)-m^ ]' 
£n 
2(q'P+) 
m 
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= -
m 2m 
2m(q*p^ )'~] 2(q-p^ ) 
+ &n 0-^  
2(q-p+)-m^  |2(q-p+)-m^  [2(q'p+)-m^ ]^  
(4.35) 
m 
The vertex parts are given by 
a 
aj^ (p.,p_-q) - ^  (a.y^ -b.p.y) 
a  
a^ q^-p+,-p+) = (a+yu+b+p+u) 
a"(p_.q-p+) = (-b_^ p^ +c_^ y^ -d_^ k^ pv_^ y\) 
,A"(p_-q,-P+) = I; (bj)+tcj/^-a_%iP+-e_%iY') (4.36) 
where a+ and b^  are already given above and 
= -2 + 
(q-pJ 
1 -
2(q-p )-m 
&n 
2(q-p+)  
m 
m 
d+ = - .  ^. + + ^ 1  
2(q-pJ 
m 
dx &n(l-x) 
1-2(q-p)/m2 
2(q-p^ )-m^  l2(q.p^ )-mv 
£n 
2(q-p+)  
m 
m g,n(l-x) 
A-2(q.p^ )/m^  
m 
2(q-p+)-m 
&n 
2(q-pJ  
m 
(4.37) 
The integral 
f(z) = - I dx 
'o 
in 11-1 (4.38) 
is known as the Spence function and cannot be expressed as a finite com­
bination of elementary functions. 
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Various calculations of radiative cross sections are known in the 
literature (43). In these analyses the workers assume a set of appro­
priate approximations and evaluate only the leading terms. From the 
form of Eqs. (4.34) through (4.37), it is evident that we need further 
approximations to continue calculations of the radiative cross section. 
Unfortunately, the kinematic analysis does not yield a definite relative 
2 
magnitude between (q-p^ ) and m . Furthermore, it is not clear which 
terms give the dominant contributions. The present author did try to 
carry on calculations using the entire expressions of the matrix element. 
However, the task had to be terminated due to complexities of the expres­
sions obtained in the process. Whatever the form of the amplitude may be, 
we expect that the contribution of the radiative corrections to the cross 
section is of the order a = 1/137 down compared with the leading term. 
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V. NUMERICAL COMPUTATION OF CROSS SECTIONS 
In this section, we present some examples of numerical cross sec­
tions for the ÏÏ primary particle case. In particular, for the incident 
data taken at the Fermi National Laboratory by the high energy experi­
mental group of Iowa State University and collaborators (University of 
Maryland, Michigan State University, and Notre Dame University.)(32). 
For the ïï case, we rewrite the cross section formulae given in 
Sec. II and III to obtain the pair energy distribution do/doj and the 
pair energy partition distribution da/dX. The final formulae are ex­
pressed in terms of three dimensional integrals which can be carried out 
numerically on a computer. 
i) The pair energy distribution 
energy E^  = 360 GeV, we compare our theoretical predictions with the 
A. Formulae for the Pair Energy Distribution and 
the Pair Energy Partition Distribution 
"a write 
de de = wdx d(ja 
4- — a. + - + 
(5.1) 
Then for the second-order process 
1 1 
(5.2) 
and for the first-order process 
(5.3) 
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where 
m m 
*1 = ;r ' %2 = 1 (5.4) 
For the second-order (first-order) process, F__ (F^ ) is defined by Eq. 
(2.65) (Eq. (3.67)) and the S-integration limits, and S^ , are given 
in Eq. (2.69) (Eq. (3.70)). 
ii) The pair energy partition distribution 
For the high energy direct pair production, the second-order proc­
ess dominates as we shall see in our theoretical predictions of the 
pair energy distributions. For this reason we consider the pair energy 
partition distribution only of the second-order process. 
Let 
X = 1^ 1= |X+ - X_ (5.5) 
We can obtain the pair energy partition distribution from Eq. (5.2) by a 
change of variables 
dX^  dw = - dAdco . 
Then 
da. ,2 4 E^  
dX 
II _ Z g 22 
IT E, 
*2  f z  
dw dS J 7 " 
where is the maximum pair energy of a set of data and 
2m 
0), = 
1 1-A • 
In FJJ, and X_ can be expressed in terms of X: 
= "2 (1 •*• )^ ; X_ = *2 (1 - X) 
(5.6) 
(5.7) 
(5.8) 
(5.9) 
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In practice, a cut-off in co^  is probably necessary to be consistent 
with the data to be compared. 
B. Atomic Form Factors 
As mentioned in Sec. I, the presence of the atomic electrons give 
rise to the form factors of the atom. In general we can write 
F(y) = F®^ (y) + F^ "®^ (y) (5.10) 
ôl 1.1161 
where F and F are the elastic and inelastic contributions given by 
F®\y) = zf[l - G^ {y)/Z]^  (5.11) 
and 
j.iiiel(y) = z {1 _ [G^ (y)/Z]^ } (5.12) 
For hydrogen and helium atoms, can be calculated using the appro­
priate atomic wavefunctions (17): 
V -2 Hydrogen Z = 1 G^ (y) = (1 +—j) (5.13) 
4a 
V -2 
Helium Z = 2 G„(y) = (1 + % (5.14) 
16a n 
where n = 1.6875. 
In the following examples of numerical distributions, where the 
target is assumed to be hydrogen, we will set F(y) = 1. For the 
kinematics under consideration, the numerical analyses show that the 
use of Eq. (5.13) in the cross section formula changes the distribu­
tions less than 5%. 
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C. Examples 
The pair energy distributions given by Eqs. (5.2) and (5.3) can 
be calculated with a computer. We present the results of the computa­
tion for the incident energies = 200, 360, and 600 GeV in Fig. 8. As 
seen in this figure, the second-order processes are dominant for most of 
the range of w not too close to the kinematic boundaries. In particular, 
da^ /dco . /m 2 
at 0) - 1 GeV. This ratio can be understood qualitatively from the con­
sideration of classical radiation by accelerating charged particles; the 
radiation amplitude is inversely proportional to the mass of the charged 
particle. At large values of 0), close to the upper limits of the kine­
matic boundaries, the first-order processes become comparable to the 
second-order ones. Here, however, the cross sections are only 10 ^  of 
the peak values. Note that the second-order (the first-order) energy 
distributions increase (decrease) as the incident energy increases. 
Finally we compare the theoretical predictions with the experimen­
tal data at = 360 GeV (32). The pair energy distribution is displayed 
in Fig. 9 with the solid curve indicating the theoretical prediction. 
(The second-order process only). The theory and the data are in excel­
lent agreement. In Fig. 10, we show the pair energy partition distribu­
tions for three different ranges of o). The energy ranges were chosen to 
yield approximately equal statistics while still showing the changing 
shape as a function of the pair energy. The agreement is again excel­
lent. Fig. 11 presents the theoretical calculation of the pair 
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invariant mass distribution, in which = (p^  + p (14). The pres­
ent statistics and experimental energy resolution are still too crude 
to make a comparison with the data. 
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Figure 8. Pair energy distributions 
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Figure 9. Pair energy distribution at = 360 GeV 
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Figure 10. Pair energy partition distribution at = 360 GeV 
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Figure 11. Invariant mass distribution at = 350 GeV 
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VI. CONCLUSION 
In this work we have considered the trident processes by high 
energy charged particles. The cross section formulae obtained are 
applicable to spin 0 boson and spin 1/2 fermion primaries. The calcu­
lations are carried out in the framework of the covariant perturbation 
theory of quantum electrodynamics. We present the detailed calcula­
tions of the differential cross sections to the lowest order in the fine 
structure constant. Some considerations of the radiative corrections 
are also given. 
Of the two kinds of lowest order processes, the second-order proc­
ess dominates over the first-order process for the most of pair energy 
regions except for w ^  E^ . When the pair energy approaches to the inci­
dent energy, the contribution of the first-order process becomes larger 
than that of the second-order process. The interference term between 
the first and the second-order processes is shown to vanish. 
Our theoretical calculations of the pair energy distribution and 
the pair energy partition distributions for the it primary are in excel­
lent agreement with the experimental data at = 360 GeV. It should be 
emphasized that our theoretical results do not contain any free param­
eter to be determined phenomenologically. 
A brief comment on the role the present work plays in testing QED 
is in order. We have considered a kinematic configuration which in­
volves virtual photons of small four-momentum, even though the primary 
charged particles are very energetic. We have seen that, on the level 
of a few percent which is the accuracy dictated by experimental 
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statistics, QED is valid. A more meaningful test of QED would involve 
wide-angle lepton pairs, i.e. high mass virtual photons connecting the 
produced lepton pair and the primaries. If the primaries are hadron, 
the effects of their em form factors will become important. In such a 
case, preliminary knowledge of the form factors would be necessary. 
Ill 
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APPENDIX A. LIST OF PAIR PRODUCTION EXPERIMENTS 
Electron Beam 
Energy 
Target and 
Detection scheme 
Number of events 
and/or cross section 
230±20 MeV/c thin Copper target 
25 MeV/c counter 
400 MeV/c 
550 MeV/c 
31.5 MeV/c 
500 MeV/c 
4 GeV/c 
Ilford G-5 
nuclear emulsion 
Ilford G-5 
nuclear emulsion 
thin Copper foil 
as target 
Be, A1 Pt target 
spectrometer 
Propane bubble 
chamber 
42 events 
13.75 GeV/c Ilford G-5 
nuclear emulsion 
'\j 
e^xp - -25 2 
(4.03 0.36)x 10 cm 
Comparison with 
Theory Reference 
agree with theory (in 
the virtual photon 
approximation) 
upper bound of a agrees 
with theoretical pre­
diction 
good agreement with 
theory 
r\X/30^. CTexp - theory 
(Bhabha) 
agree with theory 
agree with theory with­
in 30% (pair energy 
<810 MeV) 
Camac, 23 
Shiren and 
Post, 23 
Leonard, 25 
Loeffer, 25 
Criegee, 25 
Grossetete 
et al., 29 
Bohm ejt al., 
25 
agree with theory 
("theory ^ 4-U 
Gary, Barkas, 
and Hart, 25 
Muon Beam 
Energy-
Target and 
Detection scheme 
Number of events 
and/or cross section 
GeV/c Propane bubble 
chamber 
15.8 GeV/c nuclear emulsion 
(Z ~ 21.4) 
20 events 
Comparison with 
Theory Reference 
agree with theory 
(pair energy <810 MeV) 
do not agree with 
theoretical prediction 
Bohm e^  al., 
25 
Jain, Kazuno, 
and Girard, 
25 
Hadron Beam 
Energy 
Target and 
Detection scheme 
Number of events 
and/or cross section 
•rr~,16 GeV/c 
Tr~,16.2 GeV/c Ilford K-5 
nuclear emulsion 
23 events 
TT , 4 GeV/c Propane bubble 
Chamber 
p, 200 GeV/c nuclear emulsion 
Z 2/ 21.4 
8 events 
p, 200 GeV/c nuclear emulsion 
Z ^  21.4 
40 events 
IT , 200 GeV/c neon chamber 
(Z = 10) 
IT , 360 GeV/c Hydrogen bubble 
Chamber 
652 ± 31 events 
493 events 
Comparison with 
Theory Reference 
theory^  ^exp ^ ^"^ theory » 
marked disagreement with 
theory for high energy 
pairs 
agree with theory within 
30%(pair energy <810 MeV) 
a ^  ~ 7 - 16 G 
theory exp 
a , > 5 a 
theory exp 
good agreement with 
theory 
good agreement with 
theory 
Mora, 24 
Kinzer and 
Burwell, 30 
Bohm et al. 
25 
Butt and 
King, 30 
Jain et al. 
30 
Fortney 
et al., 31 
Anderson 
et al», 31 
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X. APPENDIX B 
A. Evaluation of g .B^ f^u^ u^  
"a 3 yv 
From Eq. (2.4) 
=\ Tr(l) + ^  Tr(2) + ^  [Tr(3) + Tr(4)] (B.l) 
where the traces are given by 
Tr(l) = "I Tr[Y°'(«i-!{++ing))4(l5_|_-iii^ )]4(({-?S^ +tn^ )Y^ (|S_ m^ )] 
Tr(2) = "I Tr[)4(ïi_-jî+m^ )Y'^ (ï5_j^ -m^ )Y^ (ï5_-{i+m^ ))4(ïi_+m^ )] 
Tr(3) = I Tr[Y°'(4-j5^ +m^ ))i(j5_^ -m^ )Yj^ (?S_-^ +mg)yl(^ _+ni^ )] 
Tr(4) = ^  Tr[]d(ji_-;^ +m )y'^ (?5 -m.)yl(sï-ï' +m )Y„(ï'_+m„)] (B.2) 
t O C T C "t" C Uv "" C 
To simplify the calculation let us note the trace identity 
TrA = TrA^  (B.3) 
and the charge conjugation property of the y-matrices 
c"Vc = -(Y^ )^  (B.4) 
— % _ 
where C is the charge conjugation operator u c = 1. 
With these relations.' it is trivial to show that 
Tr(2) = Tr(l; p^ . and p_ interchanged) 
Tr(4) = Tr(3) (B.5) 
u 
Thus we need to evaluate only Tr(l) and Tr(3). These traces can be 
obtained using the standard trace identities for y-matrices (33). 
Tr(l) = -4 e^ [(p+-p_)+2m^ ] + 4e^ [e^ (q-p_) - e_(q-p_j_)] 
+ 2 {(q-p+)(q.p_) - A\e_ + | A^ [(p^ .p_) + 2m^ ]} (B.6) 
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and 
Tr(3) = 2[e^ (q*p ) + e^ (q'P ) + 4e E m^ ] 
T — — + + — e 
+ 2 e+e_[2(p+*p_) - (q'P+) - (q'p_)] -6^(p+'p_) (B.7) 
Eqs. (B.l), (B.5), (B.6) and (B.7) give the desired expression Eq. 
(2.15). 
B. Evaluation of u uuB^ u^^ u^  
a g yv 
 ^Tr(5) + ^  Tr(6) + [Tr(7) + Tr(8)] (B.8) 
D, D + -
+ — 
where 
Tr(5) = Y Tr[i/(i|-^  +m )#(# -m )#(#-# +m )]4(j5 +m )] 
o  + e + e  + e - e  
Tr(6) = 4 Tr[d(^  -4+m )#(p -m ) ) i ( p  -#+m )jd(|5 +m ) ]  
o - e + e — e - e 
Tr(7) = Tr[#(#-# +m )%i(^  -m )]&(p -4+m )#(# +m )] 
o  + e + e - e - e  
Tr(8) = ^  Tr[A(^  -4+in );d(;^  -m );û(4-^  +in ) f i ( p  +m )] (B.9) 
o  —  e + e  + e —  e  
As in the case of I, 
Tr(6) = Tr(5; p^  and p_ interchanged) 
Tr(8) = Tr(7) (B.IO) 
Tr(5) and Tr(7) are given by 
Tr(5) = 2e^ [2e^ e_-(p^ .p_) - mf] + ^  <^ (q-p^ )(q.p_)+A^ (p^ -p_)+m^ ]| 
+ 2e^ [e+(q-p_) + e_(q-p+)] (B.ll) 
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Tr(7) = -4e_^ e_[2e_j^ £_-(p^ *p_)-m^ ] - <2(q.p^ )(q.p_)+A [(p^ *p_)+ni^ ] 1 
- 2(e_^ +e_) [e^ (q*p_) + e_(q'pj] 
Eqs. (B.8), (B.IO), (B.ll), and (B.12) lead to Eq. (2.16) 
(B.12) 
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XI. APPENDIX C 
The integrals I^  and I^  after the t-integration are given by 
y.o 
^1 "i 
^|F(y)  y(H_^ (t,y)+H_(t,y)) - Y It 
and 
?! 
y. 
ufx^ x 
(c.i) 
•+ - 1 
h'lj" + G (t,y) 
- 4X X (H (t,y) + H (t,y)) - 4 ("^ V + lAr 
~ 0)^  X^ X t V-
+ -
(C.2) 
where 
G+(t,y) = dt 
X+0+ X+ 
[X_ (2X+ t - y) - 2] (C.3) 
H+(t ,y)  = dt 
• J t/^  /y(y+4) 
&n 
'y(4+y -2X+t)+ 2/y(y+4)q^  
2t (C.4) 
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XII, APPENDIX D 
The integrals and after the t-integration are given by 
2 t 
Jl = y f- |F(y)|^  [N(t,y)] 2 (D.l) 
and 
| 2  r  2  1 „2, 
J2 = /  ^|F(y)|^  [- - - AggNft.y) +2 (D.2) 
where 
M(t,y) = jdt —^ (y - 2g t + 23 m^ ) (D.3) 
n-'./T 1 TT 
and 
N(t,y) dt 
n4 
g^ /y(y+4m2) 
to 
B^ y (y- 2 3^  t + 4 3^ in^ ) +2 v^ Xy+4m|) 
2n (D.4) 
The integration limits of t and y are given by Eqs. (3.64) and 
(3.65). 
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XIII. APPENDIX E 
2 The expressions of the regularized photon self-energy part TI(p ), 
I 
the electron self-energy part E(p) and the vertex part A (p ,p) are given 
as follows (41) 
y 
dx x(l-x)£n 
,-E(p) J dx 
1 - ^  x(l-x) 
m 
0 
(pf-m) (1-x) &n(—) 
x 
(E.l) 
2 -
- m(l-bc)Jln(^ ) -  ^^ 
x 
(E.2) 
where 
2 2 2 
= m X + ]x (1-x) 
2 2 2 2 2 
N = m X + y (1-x) - (p -m )x(l-x) (E.3) 
,P) = 27r 
; ; 
dx / ydy 
0 0 
Hr) 
+ y^ -2(i-y) 
\F ; Ty Dy . (2.4) 
where 
2 2 2 
Dy = m y + y (1-y) 
F = ir?y + y^ (l-y) - p ^ xy(l-y) = p^ (l-x)y(l-y) 
' 2 2 
- (p ~p) x(l-x)y 
' ' 2 
= (F5y+ï')Y^ (ï5y+? ) - 2m(p^ +p^ +2py^ )+in 
Py = -P xy - p(l-x)y (E.5) 
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XIV. APPENDIX F 
In this appendix we give the calculation of p(42). 
p = -
, f dld«. 
a  / I  
4ïï /-2 2 
/ £ +ii 
(^ 0 (£Qe_-£- p_) ^ 
2(P+-P_) 
^^ 0^ + ^  (£Qe_~il • P_) 
(F.l) 
The denominator of the last term in the above equation can be rewritten 
in the form 
1 
1 r dx 
-> 4-
aqe+-&• p+)(%qe• p_) (&qg  ^ (F.2) 
where E and p^  are defined by Eq. (4.24). The angular integration is 
not difficult to carry out and given by 
dO. 4tt 
+ -»2 -2,2 -2 2 2 (F.3) 
J (&QE-&-P) £ (e -p ) + e li 
So that 
r-2 -
a A d& P = - W 
/ - 2 2  
 ^% +p 
2(P+'P_) 
&2(e+-p+) 4. £^ (e^ -p^ ) + 
dx 
I^ (e^ -p^ ) + 
x ^x x 
(F.4) 
Next consider the following ^ -integration 
I = î^ dî 
AW 
dil. (F.5) 
y p 
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2 2 2 Introducing the new variable t = (1 - y , rewrite I in the form 
X 2 
• I Lt' ' 
where X = A-(y/Ae)^ . We now take the limit as y •> 0 and obtain 
The use of this expression in Eq. (F.4) yields Eq. (4.22). 
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XV. APPENDIX G 
To find an expression of Q^ , we need to evaluate the integral 
1 J = 
^ (&'p ) (&'p ) 
+ -
d^ l  
->•  ^4" 
- £ 
e_(£-p^ ) - e^ (Jl*p_) 
dj^ o 
dL 
t J  ( ( ^ 0  +^"^ •P+) 
L -00 
/ 2 ""2  ^
'_oo (&0-& )(&oE_-&'p) 
(G.l) 
The ^ -^integration can be done performing the Feynman rotation in the 
integral of the form (44) 
dL 
L = 
'-00 (&o-â^ )(&oE_-&'p) 
(G.2) 
By the Cauchy integral theorem, the following contour integral vanishes. 
d i  0 
•> -y 
J^  +ig)(o^ E-&'p+i6) 
= 0 (G.3) 
where 5 is an arbitrary small real number and the contour C is des­
cribed in Fig, 12. 
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Figure 12. Contour C for the (^ -integration 
The above contour integral contains three line integrals. We may 
express these three parts in the abbreviated manner 
R -iR 
( f =  r  + f  +  I  =  0  
J J-R JiR ^arcs 
Since the integral along the two arcs vanish as R ->• °o, Eq. (G.3) in 
this limit implies 
, 2 —2 
1°° 
» 00 
= - = f  ^ - (G.4) 
'-00 (£ +u )(2'p-iEu) ^ (&'p) - e5, 
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where the change of variable = iu is made. Using the expression of 
L in (G.l), we obtain 
J = -iïïl 
I (&E -î'p.)(&E -î'p ) 
-iïïj dx| 
- 2  -
2 dH d^  i  
= -i4ïï dx ^  d l  
2 -2 
'0 ^ x ^ x 
(G.5) 
where and p^  are defined by Eq. (4.24) 
